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ABSTRACT  

This dissertation investigates the application of additive manufacturing to novel 

microwave components, including a dielectric-loaded antenna, an antenna solution for 

intra-chip wireless interconnects, an all-dielectric wave-bending structure for Ka-band and 

a compact multiband antenna for mobile device applications.  

First, a novel methodology is proposed to control antenna radiation pattern based 

on 3D printing of specially-designed dielectric material, which realizes spatially-dependent 

dielectric constants around the antenna. As a proof of concept, we design a quarter-

wavelength monopole antenna surrounded by a 3D-printed polymer structure with an 

optimized dielectric property distribution. Unlike the conventional donut-shaped pattern of 

a quarter-wavelength monopole antenna, one-beam and multiple-beam patterns are 

obtained using a genetic-algorithm-based optimization. Different dielectric constant spatial 

distributions are realized by changing the ratio of the dielectric to air at the unit cell level 

in the entire antenna volume. A two-beam monopole prototype is designed, fabricated and 

tested.  

Second, we introduce a novel antenna design enabled by 3D printing technology 

for future wireless intra-chip interconnects with applications to multicore architectures and 

system-on-chips (SoCs). In the proposed design, vertical quarter-wavelength monopoles at 

160 GHz on a ground plane are used to avoid low antenna radiation efficiency caused by 

the silicon substrate. The monopoles are surrounded by a specially-designed dielectric 

distribution. This additional degree of freedom in design enabled by 3D printing 

technology is used to tailor wave propagation path. Simulation results show that the 

proposed dielectric loading approach improves the desired link gain by 8-15 dB and 
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reduces the undesired link gain by 9-23 dB from 155 to 165 GHz. As a proof-of-concept, 

a 60 GHz prototype is designed, fabricated and characterized. The measurements match 

the simulation results and demonstrate 10 - 18 dB improvement of the desired link gain 

and 10 - 30 dB reduction in the crosstalk from 55 to 61 GHz. The demonstrated path loss 

of the desired link at a distance of 17 mm is only 15 dB, which is over 10 dB better than 

the previously reported work.  Moreover, based on liquid crystal material, we can achieve 

reconfigurable antennas for intra-chip wireless interconnects. 

Third, a 90° wave-bending structure at Ka-band (26.5 - 40 GHz) based on 3D-

printed metamaterial is designed, fabricated and measured. The wave-bending effect is 

realized through a spatial distribution of varied effective dielectric constants. Based on the 

effective medium theory, different effective dielectric constants are accomplished by 

special, 3D-printable unit cells, which allow different ratios of dielectric to air at the unit 

cell level. In contrast to traditional, metallic-structure-included metamaterial designs, the 

reported wave-bending structure here is all dielectric and implemented by the polymer-

jetting technique, which features rapid, low-cost and convenient prototyping.  

Lastly, a compact multi-band antenna compatible with a metallic packaging for 

mobile devices is proposed. The antenna covers band-1 698 - 787 MHz and band-2 1710 - 

2155 MHz, enabling LTE 2 / LTE 4 / LTE 12 / LTE 13 / GSM1900 applications. The 

current distribution shows that the quarter-wavelength, half-wavelength and one-

wavelength modes together contribute to the radiation in both bands. A four-element LC 

circuit is utilized for antenna bandwidth matching. The antenna is fabricated and measured. 

Close agreement between the measurement results and simulation results is observed.  
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 Introduction 

In this dissertation, novel electromagnetic (EM) structures enabled by additive 

manufacturing (AM) technologies are investigated. Section 1.1 in this chapter introduces 

AM technologies and their advantages over traditional, subtractive manufacturing and 

formative manufacturing methodologies. Next, Section 1.2 discusses different types of AM 

technologies, their advantages and disadvantages in details. Based on AM technologies, 

monopole antenna radiation pattern control, intra-chip antenna design, and a dielectric-

based wave-bending structure are introduced in Section 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5. Moreover, a 

compact antenna design assisted by the AM technology for mobile applications are 

presented in Section 1.6. At last, the organization of the dissertation is introduced in Section 

1.7. 

 

AM is a term to describe a process of joining materials to make three-dimensional 

(3D) parts in a layer-upon-layer manner [1]. The process is also known as 3D Printing, 

rapid prototyping (RP), direct digital manufacturing (DDM), layered manufacturing or 

additive fabrication [2]. For AM technologies, generally, a 3D computer-aided design (3D 

CAD) tool is first used to design the model. Next, the model information is converted to 

STL (STereoLithography) file format and sent to the AM machine. Finally, the model is 

fabricated by the AM machine in a layer-by-layer approach. Depending on the type of AM 

methods, post-processing may be required before parts are ready for use. . 

AM provides a number of advantages compared to subtractive manufacturing and 

formative manufacturing methodologies as discussed in the following.  
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1. Green Manufacturing 

AM creates less waste compared with traditional manufacturing and production 

methods. Subtractive manufacturing methods such as computer numerical control (CNC) 

milling, although as accurate as AM, result in high volumes of material waste because they 

remove a significant amount of material from an initial block. In contrast, AM methods 

generally only use the material needed to build a part and produce very little waste.  

Moreover, AM can reduce the material used in parts, thereby leading to lighter 

weight of vehicles and aircraft and mitigating harmful fuel emissions. For example, AM 

allows building solid parts with a semi-hollow honeycomb interior. Under the premise that 

the parts’ performance is not degraded, AM enables parts with an excellent mechanical 

strength to weight ratio that is higher than the ratio of a solid part. These AM-fabricated 

components for aircrafts can be as much as 60 percent lighter than those fabricated by 

traditional, subtractive manufacturing methods, which tremendously reduces material 

usage and fuel costs of the final product [3]. 

2. Fast Prototyping 

One of the advantages of AM is the fast speed at which customized prototypes can 

be produced. Traditional manufacturing methods may require days or even weeks to deliver 

a prototype, whereas AM can fabricate and deliver a model to a designer in a few hours. 

Consequently, AM becomes very attractive especially for the area that needs several rounds 

of prototyping because AM vastly shortens the design cycle. 

3. Complex Geometries 

Complex geometries, e.g., hollow structures or any object with intricate internal 

structures, can be difficult to fabricate using traditional subtractive or molding methods. 
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AM technologies fabricate parts in a layer-by-layer fashion so that arbitrary complexity is 

possible. Such capability not only enables novel structures with superior performance but 

also provides performance improvement for traditional structures. For instance, in EM 

applications, AM’s capability to fabricate complex structures can reduce the performance 

degradation of a waveguide antenna array that is due to assembly errors in traditional 

fabrication methods [4]. Besides, multiple types of materials can be conveniently employed 

in the fabrication process of a single object in the AM processes, whereas it is challenging 

with the traditional subtractive methods to implement multiple types of materials in a single 

object.     

 

AM technologies have found their applications in many areas, including aerospace 

components [5]–[8], automotive [9]–[11], biomedical [12]–[17], and EM [18]–[24]. For 

different applications with different requirements, some types of AM technologies could 

be more advantageous to others because of their distinct characteristics. The American 

Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) International has classified 7 categories of AM 

processes [1]: binder jetting, directed energy deposition, material extrusion, material 

jetting, powder bed fusion, sheet lamination, and vat photopolymerization. The 

fundamentals of these AM processes, as well as their advantages and disadvantages, are 

introduced below.  

 Binder Jetting 

The binder jetting method was developed primarily at MIT in the early 1990s. It is 

an AM process that uses two materials: a powder-based material and a liquid bonding agent 
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that will be selectively deposited to join the powder material. The powder particles often 

have a diameter of around 50 𝜇m [25]. For objects fabricated by the binder jetting method, 

the majority portion of the objects is the powder material and only a small portion is the 

bonding material from the printer head.  

A simple schematic of the binder jetting process is shown in Figure 1.1. A layer of 

material powder is first spread over the platform using a roller (powder spreader). Next, 

the inkjet printer head deposits a liquid bonding material onto the thin layer of powder to 

glue the particles together where required. The binder droplets are typically 80 𝜇m in 

diameter. As a result, the powder particles are bonded together to form a glued layer, which 

is also bonded to the previously printed layer. The glued layer is partially cured 

immediately. Subsequently, the platform is lowered and a new layer of powder is spread 

on top of the previous layer. Layer by layer, a 3D object is built up. The printed object is 

embedded in the powder material upon printing completion. The object is basically 

particles glued together, and it is fragile with weak mechanical strength. Consequently, 

post-processing is often required for binder jetting. The first step of post-processing is to 

remove the object from the build platform. This step can be done by removing the unbound 

powder via pressurized air. Afterward, infiltration of the object with an infiltrant is usually 

required to make it stronger. At the end, the object can be fully cured in the oven. For 

example, for the metal process of binder bonding, infiltration and sintering are required to 

achieve sufficient strength and the final metallic properties. Hot isostatic pressing may also 

be required to achieve high densities in solid metals. 
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Figure 1.1 Schematic of the binder jetting process [26] 

Binder jetting works with a wide arrange of material types, including ceramics, 

metal, sand, and plastic. The company Voxeljet [27] provides a polymethyl methacrylate 

(PMMA) powder for binder jetting. The company ExOne [28] supplies metal and sand 

powders for metallic parts and sand-casting molds and cores. Binder jetting for the 

fabrication of ceramics has achieved fired components with greater than 99.2%  of the 

theoretical density of alumina[29]. Moreover, binder jetting with alumina, silica and 

titanium dioxide has also been achieved [30].   

Binder jetting has some unique features compared with other AM technologies. A 

number of AM techniques require melting or welding process for fusing material together 

with the help of heat. In contract, binder jetting does not employ heat during the printing 

process. Additionally, a build plate, which is often necessary for part stability through the 

build process in many AM methods, is not needed in binder jetting. The loose powder in 

the job box supports the parts during the printing process and eliminates the need for a 

build plate.  

A binder-jetting-based printer is shown in Figure 1.2. It has a build platform on the 

left and a powder storage on the right. Some objects made by binder jetting are shown in 

Figure 1.3. It is obvious that colored objects can be fabricated using powder of different 
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colors for different layers, which is hard to achieve using traditional subtractive fabrication 

methods.  

 

Figure 1.2 Z-Printer 450 from 3D systems. 

 

Figure 1.3 Objects printed by bidder jetting 

(a) (b)
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 Directed Energy Deposition 

Directed energy deposition (DED) processes create parts by melting materials, 

usually metal powders, as it is being deposited [31]. The DED processes focus energy 

(typically a laser or electron beam) into a very small region and melt simultaneously both 

the substrate and the material to be deposited into the substrates’ melt pool. Since this 

technology is predominantly used for AM of metal, it is often referred to as “metal 

deposition” technology.  

A number of DED machines have been developed, including Laser Engineered Net 

Shaping (LENS) [32], Directed Light Fabrication (DLF) [33], Direct Metal Deposition 

(DMD) [34], Laser-Based Metal Deposition (LBMD) [35], Laser Freeform Fabrication 

(LFF) [36], Laser Direct Casting [37] and others. Different approaches may vary in the 

laser power, laser spot size, laser type, powder delivery method, inert gas delivery method, 

feedback control scheme and/or the type of motion control utilized, but they all share the 

same basic principle. 

 

Figure 1.4 Schematic of a typical LBMD process [38] 

The LBMD process is taken as an example to illustrate the DED process. The 

schematic of a typical LBMD process is illustrated in Figure 1.4. The deposition head is 
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made up of a laser projector, powder nozzles, and inert gas tubing. The laser beam is highly 

focused at the substrate surface where metal will be deposited. With a high power density, 

the laser beam heats a small region rapidly and creates a molten pool on the substrate 

surface (typically 0.25-1 mm in diameter and 0.1-0.5 mm in depth). Next, the metal powder 

is fed into the pool by the precision powder feed system. The powder is melted immediately 

and incorporated into the pool to create a weld bead. The semi-solid pool cools down and 

cures once the laser beam moves away. During the entire process, the inert gas provides 

shielding so that the metal is not oxidized. The gravity effect on powders is trivial because 

the kinetic energy of the powder particles dominates. Consequently, non-vertical 

deposition works as well as vertical deposition, and it enables the freedom of arbitrary-axis 

deposition. The LBMD process continues one track by moving the deposition head, or the 

substrate, or a combination of the substrate and deposition head. Usually, 4- or 5-axis 

systems rotating either the deposition head or the substrate table are utilized. Multiple 

overlapping tracks produce a layer (typical layer thicknesses are 0.25-0.5 mm). Once 

deposition of one layer is finished, the deposition head moves away from the substrate by 

one layer thickness and starts depositing the next layer. Eventually, a 3D metallic object is 

deposited. A photo of the printing process of LBMD from the company TWI is shown in 

Figure 1.5 [39]. 
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Figure 1.5 Laser-based metal deposition manufacturing from the company TWI 

[39] 

The DED process is advantageous that it provides a reliable way for metallic AM. 

The metallurgical bond has great quality and the process is highly repeatable. Nevertheless, 

the DED processes have some disadvantages. First, the accuracy is usually limited to 

around 0.25 mm and the surface roughness is generally larger than 25 𝜇m (arithmetic 

average). Second, the processes have slow build speed, which is usually inversely 

proportional to the printing accuracy. Third, experienced and specialized personnel are 

required to safely operate the laser.  

 Material Extrusion 

Material extrusion processes selectively dispense materials through a nozzle or 

orifice. Fused deposition modeling (FDM), a common material extrusion process and 

trademarked by Stratasys [40], is by far the most popular AM technology [1]. FDM 

technology was invented and patented by Scott Crump in the 1980s, after which he started 

the company Stratasys in 1988. Similar technologies have been adopted by other 3D 

printing companies under different names. For example, fused filament fabrication (FFF) 
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was coined by the members of the RepRap project to provide a phrase that would be legally 

unconstrained in its use [41]. Thereby, FFF technology is essentially FDM technology. 

 

Figure 1.6 FDM processes [41] 

Figure 1.6 illustrates the FDM process. A plastic filament or metal wire is unwound 

from a filament spool and then fed into an extruder. The extruder uses a tractor wheel to 

keep dragging and pushing the filament into the reservoir. Consequently, certain pressure 

is applied so as to force the material out through the printer head nozzle with a small 

diameter. The pressure determines how fast the material can be extruded. There is a heater 

block at the nozzle so that the solid state filament is melt to a semisolid state when it comes 

out of the nozzle. Once the material is extruded, it should solidify and remain the same 

shape and size. In order to achieve a 3D solid structure, the new deposition also needs to 

bond to the material that has already been extruded. The printer head travels horizontally 

and finishes printing one layer. Subsequently, the platform moves down vertically and a 

new layer can be deposited. Eventually, a 3D object is printed in such a layer-by-layer 

process.   
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Figure 1.7 Replicator Mini+ based on FDM processes from Makerbot [42]. 

The FDM technology becomes so successful because it meets the demands of many 

industrial users. First, both the printer and material are inexpensive and easy to handle. 

Figure 1.7 shows a popular FDM printer, Replicator Mini+ from Makerbot, which costs 

only $1,299 [42]. Second, the ABS plastic and other compatible materials have good 

structural properties. The FDM technology is widely used with two plastic filament 

material types: ABS (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene) and PLA (Polylactic acid). Besides, 

nylon, high-density polyethylene (HDPE), ABS HDPE blend, polycaprolactone (PCL), 

polycarbonate (PC) and low melting point metals [43], [44] are also printable. 

 

Figure 1.8 An elephant printed by the FDM technology [45] 

However, the FDM technology has some limitations. First, the accuracy and 

resolution are limited compared to other AM processes. The nozzle radius is usually on the 
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order of 0.1 mm, which limits and reduces the final quality. Figure 1.8 demonstrates an 

elephant printed by the FDM technology. Its rough surface illustrates the relatively poor 

resolution of the FDM technology. Second, the printing speed is relatively low when 

compared to other AM processes like stereolithography. Moreover, because the printing 

process is based on heating and the material cures when it cools down, temperature 

fluctuations during production could lead to delamination. 

 Material Jetting 

Material jetting creates objects in a similar method to a two-dimensional inkjet 

printer. The difference is that material jetting expands to one more dimension so that 3D 

objects can be additively manufactured by gradually lowering the platform for the layer-

by-layer deposition/printing purpose. The first commercially-successful material jetting 

printer is the ModelMaker from Solidscape (then called Sanders Prototype) that hit on the 

market in 1994. It heats up a basic wax material to the liquid state and then deposits the 

material using an inkjet printer head [46]. The first generations of the material jetting 

printers use waxy thermoplastics as the build material thereby are mainly used for concept 

modeling and investing casting patterns. In recent years, radiation-sensitive photopolymer 

becomes the dominant material for its good mechanical properties. Therefore, this section 

will focus only on material jetting with photopolymer.  
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Figure 1.9 Stratasys Polyjet printer and the build process 

Figure 1.9 shows a Stratasys Polyjet printer and its build process, which is 

categorized into material jetting processes. The printer head is piezo-electric controlled 

with multiple nozzles. There are hundreds of individual nozzles in a printer head (Object 

Technologies’ Quadra has 1,536 nozzles in four printer heads), resulting in rapid and line-

wise deposition. The printer head jets the build material, usually acrylic-based 

photopolymer materials, onto the platform surface in droplets. The extruded polymer is 

cured immediately by the ultraviolet lamps on the printer heads. Similar to binder jetting 

processes, material jetting allows multiple materials during the build stage. In addition, 

another removable (e.g., water soluble) support material is available in the printing process. 

The support material fills in any gap and prevents the polymer structure from drooping 

during printing. The printer head moves horizontally across the build platform to finish one 

layer. The thickness of each layer can be as thin as 16 𝜇m, which produces very smooth 

surfaces. By lowering the platform in the z-direction, the process continues layer-by-layer 

until the object is finished. 

The material jetting process features rapid prototyping and high printing accuracy. 

It has been used to implement many novel electromagnetic structures, including bandgap 
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structures [21], THz EMXT horn antennas (Figure 1.10) [24], THz waveguide [47], 

holograms [22], Luneburg lens antennas [20] and dielectric reflectarray antennas [48]. 

 

Figure 1.10 Photos of the fabricated THz EMXT horn antenna using material 

jetting processes. 

Material jetting processes have some limitations. First, due to the nature of using 

droplets, the number of materials available for material jetting is limited. Only waxy 

materials and photopolymers are available so far because of their viscous nature and ability 

to form drops. Second, some post processing is needed for the material jetting process, 

including removing the support material using a sodium hydroxide solution or water jet.  

 Powder Bed Fusion 

Powder bed fusion (PBF) processes use a laser or electron beam to melt and fuse 

material power together. The methods falling into this category include direct metal laser 

sintering (DMLS), electron beam melting (EBM), selective heat sintering (SHS), selective 

laser melting (SLM) and selective laser sintering (SLS). Those PBF processes are slightly 

different so as to achieve better performance in machine productivity and different 

materials or avoid specific patented features, but they all share the same basic principle. In 

this section, the basic approach will be introduced taking the SLS process as an example. 

SLS, which was first developed at the University of Texas at Austin, USA, is one 

of the most commonly used PBF technologies. The schematic of the SLS process is shown 
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in Figure 1.11. First, a powder leveling roller or blade helps spread a layer of material 

powder (typically 0.075-0.1 mm thick) across the build area. The powder is heated up and 

maintains a temperature just below its melting point. The preheating is accomplished using 

infrared heaters above the build platform and sometimes resistive heaters around the 

platform. The purpose of preheating is to reduce the power requirement for the laser or 

electron beam and prevent warping of the part during the build due to non-uniform thermal 

expansion and contraction. Next, a focused laser or electron beam is projected onto the 

powder layer. The laser or electron beam thermally fuses the powder and forms solid 

structures by scanning. Similar to other AM methods, the build platform is lowered down 

after one layer is finished. Through this layer-by-layer fashion, a complete part can be built. 

To reduce possible oxidation and degradation of the powder and parts caused by high 

temperatures, the build process is enclosed by a chamber filled with Nitrogen gas. A cool-

down period is needed afterward, which should also be in the chamber to minimize 

oxidation. 

 

Figure 1.11 Schematic of the selective laser sintering processes [31]. 

A wide variety of materials is compatible with the PBF processes. Thermoplastic 

materials are commonly used for PBF processing. The part shown in Figure 1.12(a) is 

fabricated using nylon polyamide, a thermoplastic polymer. A wide-range of metals are 
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also well-suited for the PBF processes. Those metals include some steels, titanium and its 

alloys, nickel-based alloys, aluminum alloys and cobalt-chrome. Figure 1.12(b) shows a 

steel part made by PBF processes. Besides, ceramics (Figure 1.12c) and ceramic 

composites have also been investigated. 

 

Figure 1.12 Parts fabricated by PBF processes using: (a) nylon, (b) steel, and (c) 

ceramic. [49] 

The PBF processes have some disadvantages. First, the accuracy and surface finish 

of the PBF processes are not as good as those of the liquid-based AM processes, e.g. 

material jetting. For PBF processes, the finish and accuracy depend highly on the powder 

particle size. But finer particle sizes can be difficult to spread and handle. Second, the 

fabricated objects may experience some shrinkage (typically 3-4%) during the cool-down 

process. As a result, part distortion is possible.  

 Sheet Lamination 

Sheet lamination processes bond sheets of materials to form parts. Depending on 

how the bonding is achieved, sheet lamination can be divided into laminated object 

manufacturing (LOM) and ultrasonic additive manufacturing (UAM). The LOM process 

uses adhesives to bond sheets together, whereas the UAM process utilizes ultrasonic 

welding to bond sheets together.   

(a) (b) (c)
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Figure 1.13 Schematic of the laminated object manufacturing process. [31] 

 

Figure 1.14 The laminated object manufacturing process. [25] 

The LOM process often uses paper as material, for the purpose of aesthetic and 

visual models that are not suitable for structural use. Figure 1.13 shows the schematic of 

the LOM process. It consists of a platform, a laser device for cutting the laminates, rolls to 

supply new laminates and remove used laminates, and a heated roller to apply adhesives. 

The LOM process steps are shown in Figure 1.14. First, the material supply roll sends the 

laminate on the build table. The material is then covered by glue with the help of the heated 
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roller. Next, the plotter-type laser device cuts the contour on the material based on the slice 

information of the structure. The laser is adjustable so as to control the cutting depth. 

Subsequently, the boundaries of the part are cut by another laser source and the extra 

material works like support material, which will be removed after the LOM process. Once 

a layer of laminate cutting is finished, the platform lower down and the used material is 

removed by the roll. Next, another layer of new material is fed by the roll and the process 

continues until the part is finished.  

The UAM process is a sheet lamination process requiring both ultrasonic metal 

seam welding and CNC milling. It is different from the LOM process in two aspects. First, 

the bonding is accomplished by a rotating sonotrode rather than adhesives. The sonotrode 

oscillates at a constant 20 kHz frequency and travels across a thin metal foil while pressing 

it so as to bond it to the substrate or previous layers. Second, the cutting process employs 

CNC milling rather than a laser. Once a metallic layer is bonded to previous layers, the 

CNC milling machine cuts the extra section off and achieves the desired shape. 

The sheet lamination process can fabricate objects using paper, plastic and metal 

materials. The UAM process is advantageous that it works at room temperature compared 

to other metallic AM processes. It gives the possibility to additively manufacture both the 

metallic part and dielectric part under room temperature, which will not negatively impact 

the performance of the dielectric part in EM applications. The fabrication process is also 

faster compared to the point-wise or line-wise AM processes. Nevertheless, the sheet 

lamination falls short in terms of the structural robustness. For the LOM process, adhesives 

determine the quality of the structure. For the UAM process, the bonding may break due 
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to the external force. Even thermal expansion and contraction could destroy the UAM 

bonding.  

 Vat Photopolymerization  

Vat photopolymerization takes advantage of the photopolymers’ reaction to 

radiation, whose frequency is usually in the ultraviolet (UV) range of wavelength or 

sometimes visible light range. This reaction, which transforms photopolymers from the 

liquid state (also called radiation-curable resins) to solid state, is called 

photopolymerization. In vat photopolymerization, a vat of liquid photopolymer resin is 

used for the layer-by-layer solidification process.  

 

Figure 1.15 The Form 1 printer based on SL processes by Formlabs [50]. 
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Figure 1.16 Schematic diagrams of three approaches to photopolymerization 

process [25]. 

Stereolithography (SL), first commercialized by the company 3D Systems for rapid 

prototyping machines, is the most popular vat photopolymerization process. The SL 

process selectively solidifies cross-sections in a liquid photopolymer resin typically using 

an UV laser or sometimes visible light radiation. Figure 1.15 shows a 3D printer based on 

SL, the Form 1 printer Formlabs [51]. Figure 1.16(a) illustrates the process of SL. A vat is 

first filled with the liquid photopolymer. A laser scanner, which scans the cross-sectional 

contours in the horizontal plane, is either over the top or below the bottom of the vat. The 

laser beam contours and plots a layer based on the slice information of the parts structure. 

Besides this vector scan irradiating approach, a faster layer-wise approach that irradiates 

entire layers at one time and a two-photo approach that features high-resolution are also 

available, as illustrated in Figure 1.16(b) and (c). The liquid is solidified when the laser 

beam penetrates the liquid surface. The cured polymer layer attaches to the build platform 

immediately. Based on the resin’s reactivity and transparency, the layer thickness can be 

adjusted by the laser power and its moving speed. After one layer is finished, the platform 

moves vertically and another layer of liquid polymer covers the solidified layer (which is 

called recoating). Wipers and vacuum depositing devices are often needed to assist 

recoating because of the resin’s low viscosity. Next, the laser does the contouring and 
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solidification for the new layer, which bonds to the preceding layer upon solidification. 

The process continues until the part is finished.    

 

Figure 1.17 The same model fabricated by FD (left) and SL (right) [52] 

Vat photopolymerization has some unique advantages compared to other AM 

technologies. First, the part accuracy and surface finish are excellent. A comparison of the 

FFF- or FDM-fabricated sample and the SL-fabricated sample is shown in Figure 1.17. It 

can be observed that the SL-fabricated model has much finer surface than the FFF-

fabricated model. Second, the printing speed can be even faster when the mask project 

approach is utilized. With the help of a mask, an entire layer of the part can be cured at the 

same time, which saves the scanning time of the point-wise AM processes. Third, no 

support material is required during the process.  

Nevertheless, vat photopolymerization also has some drawbacks. A disadvantage 

of the vat polymerization process is its limitation of compatible materials. Because of their 

inherent polymerization process, the available materials are limited to acrylates and 

epoxies. Besides, those materials are known to age and leading to degraded mechanical 

properties over time. 
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 AM Technologies Summary 

Most of the current AM methods can be classified into the above 7 categories. Key 

characteristics of those AM technologies are summarized in Table 1-1. 

Table 1-1 Key characteristics of the AM technologies 

AM methods 
Compatible 

materials 

Process 

temperature 
Resolution 

Structure 

strength 

Support 

material 

Binder jetting 

Polymer, 

metal, and 

ceramic 

Room 

temperature 
Low Moderate No 

Directed energy 

deposition 
Metal High Good Good No 

Material extrusion Thermoplastic 200-300°C Low Good Yes 

Material jetting Polymer 
Room 

temperature 
Good Moderate Yes 

Power bed fusion 

Thermoplastic, 

metal, and 

ceramic 

High 

Depending 

on the 

powder 

Good No 

Sheet lamination Paper, metal 
Room 

temperature 
Moderate Poor No 

Vat 

photopolymerizatiozn 
Polymer 

Room 

temperature 
Good Moderate No 

 

 

Homogeneous dielectric loading has been applied to control antenna radiation 

patterns. In [53] and [54], a pair of dielectric wedges is used to control the antenna beam 

direction for the application of a receiving antenna for direct broadcast satellite televisions. 

In [55], a dielectric lens located above a horn antenna can mechanically steer the beam in 

elevation and full azimuth, and further increase the antenna gain. In [56], the shape of a 

homogeneous lens antenna is optimized to control the radiation pattern. One design 

achieves a sectorial beam; the other design achieves an elliptical Gaussian beam. Those 
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designs, however, are limited to one-beam applications. In addition, they tend to increase 

the antenna size to tens of wavelengths. 

Inhomogeneous dielectrics have also been used to tailor antenna radiation patterns. 

In [57], a gradient index (GRIN) slab lens antenna is used to increase the directivity and 

gain of a horn antenna. In [58], rotatable planar phase shifting surfaces are used to control 

the beam as lighter alternatives of the wedges in [53] and [54]. Although these designs 

provide compact solutions to control antenna radiation patterns, they are still limited to 

one-beam applications, and the radiation patterns are restricted to the feed antenna radiation 

patterns. 

Dielectrics, however, are not limited to slightly modifying the antenna radiation 

patterns. Instead, it is possible to fully reshape the antenna radiation patterns as another 

degree of antenna design freedom, which is enabled by 3D-printing technology. In this 

project, based on genetic algorithms (GA) optimization, we have studied a quarter-

wavelength monopole antenna on a finite ground plane and surrounded by an optimized 

dielectric constant distribution. The low-profile dielectrics are capable of changing the 

antenna radiation pattern from an omnidirectional shape to many other shapes, including 

one-beam and multiple-beam shapes. The dielectric inhomogeneity is then implemented 

experimentally by 3D printing technology [20], which features fast and low-cost 

prototyping. The loaded dielectrics have a size of 2𝜆0 × 2𝜆0 × 0.25𝜆0. This work proves 

an effective way to manipulate antenna radiation patterns based on dielectrics. A single 

antenna element could achieve narrower beams and higher gain like an antenna array. 

Besides, it offers another degree of freedom for antenna design. 
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The continuing reduction in CMOS feature size has resulted in sub-10 nm (Intel 

just announced a 7-nm fab in Phoenix, Arizona) which will allow integration of kilo-core 

(1000 cores) processors in future multicore chips. However, as the width of traditional on-

chip R-C line interconnects also scales down, extreme-scaling continues to pose a 

significant performance challenge for traditional on-chip interconnects: Narrower metal 

interconnects are plagued with larger intrinsic R-C delay and losses due to higher resistive 

and capacitive parasitics [59]–[61]. Moreover, as the core counts keep increasing, 

traditionally wired network-on-chip (NoC) solutions, which used to provide the required 

connectivity in multicore architectures, face challenging issues related to increased latency 

and power consumption [62]. Therefore, kilo-core on-chip interconnects are a very critical 

design challenge for scaling these architectures [59]–[61], [63], [64]. 

Wireless interconnects have been proposed as a promising complementary 

alternative to the traditional metallic-based RC line interconnects. Wireless links rely on 

electromagnetic waves propagating at the speed of light, which avoid the performance 

degradation, especially latency, caused by the traditional RC line interconnect scaling.  

Further, wireless links can provide cost-effective long-range and high-bandwidth direct 

links between distant cores, thus circumventing multi-hop latencies [62]. Consequently, 

Wireless NoCs (WiNoCs) are a promising alternative to cope with both latency and power 

efficiency concerns of future multicore architectures [65]–[67].   

The design of on-chip antennas is one of the biggest challenges for wireless 

interconnects [68] due to the following two reasons. First, the CMOS substrate, i.e., the 

silicon substrate, has a low resistivity (thus high loss) and a high dielectric constant [69]. 
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When frequency reaches tens of GHz, silicon substrate attracts and confines most of the 

electromagnetic energy, making the antenna radiation efficiency thus gain very low [70], 

[71]. For example, in [72], 15 GHz on-chip transmitters, receivers and zig-zag antennas 

have been demonstrated. The intra-chip communication performance, however, is limited, 

mainly because of the inadequate gain of the antennas. At 15 GHz, the antenna pair suffers 

a high transmission loss of -45 dB for 3.2-mm separation [72]. Second, even without the 

impact of the silicon substrate, large path loss and undesired crosstalk between antennas 

may significantly limit the WiNoC performance. 

 To reduce the impact on on-chip antennas from the silicon substrate, a number of 

technologies have been proposed. In [73], a CMOS on-chip slot antenna at 140 GHz backed 

with an extremely thin cavity formed by two CMOS inner metal layers and vias in between 

is proposed. The cavity protects the electromagnetic energy from being absorbed by the 

substrate thus enhances the radiation efficiency of the slot antenna. However, the 

bandwidth of the antenna is only 5 GHz, which is mainly caused by the cavity’s flatness. 

In [74], a high dielectric constant (εr=38) rectangular dielectric resonator excited by an H-

slot antenna is achieved based on the IBM SiGe5AM process. The gain of this antenna is 

1 dBi at 35 GHz. However, the radiation is mainly towards the vertical direction, making 

it less attractive for intra-chip communication that requires horizontal communication.  

In this project, we propose to use vertical quarter-wavelength monopoles on a 

ground plane at 160 GHz for wireless intra-chip interconnects. The ground plane separates 

the silicon substrate from the antenna, eliminating the substrate effects and enhancing 

radiation efficiency. More importantly, well-designed artificial dielectrics surrounding the 

monopoles enabled by 3D printing technology are employed to enhance the performance 
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of desired wireless links and reduce undesired cross-talk. The resulting antenna design 

leads to a more power-efficient and less interference-prone wireless interconnects. We 

conduct both a full-wave 3D electromagnetic simulation and a proof-of-concept 

experimental design study to validate the proposed approach. To the best of our knowledge, 

this is the first work that proposes the use of 3D printing technologies for designing high-

performance antennas for wireless interconnects for multicore architectures.  

 

Manipulating electromagnetic (EM) wave propagation has attracted researchers’ 

attention because of many exciting potential applications. For instance, Luneburg lens has 

a focal point for an incident wave from the opposite side, which lends itself to microwave 

direction of arrival estimation [75]. Frequency selective surfaces [76] act as band-pass 

filters or band-stop filters for propagating EM wave and find applications in suppressing 

the impact of out-of-band energy. Moreover, EM cloak design is vastly intriguing for 

concealing an object from detection by EM waves [77]. 

Transformation optics (TO), which utilizes metamaterials to achieve EM wave 

manipulation, has been extensively investigated [78]–[80]. However, TO is plagued by its 

magnetic and anisotropic material requirement [81], [82], which is difficult to achieve in 

the experiment. Fortunately, a coordinate mapping within the restricted geometry can 

transform the anisotropic condition to isotropic or quasi-isotropic condition. Several 

algorithms to achieve such coordinate mapping of TO have been proposed [77], [83]. But 

it often requires complicated optimization. 

Apart from TO, geometrical optics (GO) has been investigated to control EM wave 

propagation. The advantage of GO is that it needs nonmagnetic and isotropic materials 
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rather than magnetic and anisotropic materials [84]. Therefore, GO-based structures are 

easier to realize compared to TO-based structures. GO requires inhomogeneous structure, 

which can be conveniently realized by additive manufacturing (AM), or 3D printing 

technologies. AM allows arbitrary 3D structures with less expense and shorter prototyping 

time compared to conventional fabrication technologies. The EM applications of 3D 

printing include EM bandgap structures [21], THz EMXT horn antennas [24], THz 

waveguide [47], holograms [22], Luneburg lens antenna [20], dielectric reflectarry 

antennas [48], etc.  

In this project, a metamaterial 90° wave-bending structure at Ka-band (26.5 GHz-

40 GHz) is designed using GO method. The metamaterial wave-bending structure is 

compatible with 3D printing technologies, which provide a less-expensive and faster-

prototyping solution compared to metallic-structure-included wave-bending structures [84]. 

The dielectric constant spatial distribution is calculated according to the Eikonal equation. 

Different effective dielectric constants are achieved based on the effective medium theory 

by varying the ratio of the 3D printed polymer material (휀𝑟 = 2.7) to air (휀𝑟 = 1) at the 

unit cell level. The final-designed wave-bending structure is printed by polymer jetting 3D 

printer [20]. Both simulation and experimental results prove the effectiveness of the wave-

bending structure. This work unveils the promising potential of 3D printing technologies 

for implementation of inhomogeneous metamaterials for a number of EM applications.  

 

Compact and multiband antennas are highly desired for mobile device applications. 

Nevertheless, the design of compact antennas can be challenging for some mobile devices, 

especially if they involve a close-by metallic packaging. For example, a metallic packaging 
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in Figure 1.18 divides the phone space into small compartments that are not large enough 

for antennas. In this case, very low profile antennas that can be mounted in the x direction 

at the end of the metallic packaging are needed. 

  

Figure 1.18 A metallic packaging for mobile phone devices. 

Many compact and dual-band mobile device antennas suitable for printed-circuit-

board (PCB) end installation have been reported [85]–[102]. Some of the designs [85]–[88] 

achieve wider bandwidth by creating slots in the ground plane, which is not possible for a 

fixed metallic packaging in this work. A number of designs require a large distance (larger 

than 15 mm) from the PCB end in the x direction in Figure 1.18 [89], [92], [94], [95]. For 

example, in [94], a dual-band antenna covering two wide frequency bands (698-960 MHz 

and 1710-2690 MHz) has been reported. Nevertheless, it requires a distance of 24 mm from 

the PCB end in the x direction in Figure 1.18. Such large distance from the PCB end makes 

the mobile device bulky and thereby is less desirable. In comparison, some antenna designs 

have a very close distance from the PCB end. In [100], a printed loop antenna covering 

822-964 MHz and 1570-2260 MHz is reported. It is printed on a thin FR4 substrate with a 

size of 10 × 60 𝑚𝑚2 and mounted perpendicular to the ground plane with only 4 mm 

distance. A larger distance from the PCB end is usually required so as to achieve wider 

bandwidth of an antenna. For instance, in [103], an antenna covering 698–960 MHz and 
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1710–2690 MHz is reported. Although the bandwidth is wider, this antenna requires a 9.5 

mm distance from the PCB end. What’s more, those designs are only compatible with a 

flat PCB ground. The existence of the frame edge rib on the metallic packaging in Figure 

1.18 will degrade the performance of these antennas.  

In this project, a compact antenna design compatible with a metallic packaging is 

proposed. The antenna is installed at the end of the metallic packaging and matched with a 

network of four lumped elements. It requires a 4 mm distance space from the ground end 

and covers 698-787 MHz and 1710-2155 MHz, enabling LTE 2 / LTE 4 / LTE 12 / LTE 

13 / GSM1900 cellular bands. The antenna is fabricated using an AM method with a silver-

particle inkjet printer and a traditional subtractive method with copper tape. The 

measurement results are compared with the simulation results for both fabrication methods. 

 

This dissertation is organized as follows.  

In Chapter 2, the fundamentals of effective medium approximation are discussed. 

We first introduce the effective medium approximation, including both the Maxwell-

Garnett equation and the Bruggeman Mixing Formula. Effective medium analysis (EMA) 

is the theory estimating the effective material properties of mixtures. It lays the groundwork 

of experimentally realizing inhomogeneous structures using AM technologies. We also 

introduce the Nicholson-Ross-Weir (NRW) method and a modified extraction method, 

which allow us the extract the effective material properties of mixtures based on their S-

parameters. At the end, we are able to examine the effective material properties in both 3D 

EM simulator and experiments. Our simulation shows reasonable agreement with the 
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Bruggeman mixing formula, demonstrating the accuracy and effectiveness of the 

Bruggeman mixing formula.  

In Chapter 3, we present a novel methodology to control antenna radiation pattern 

based on 3D printing of specially-designed dielectric structure, which realizes spatially-

dependent dielectric constants around the antenna. As a proof of concept, we propose a 

design of a quarter-wavelength monopole antenna surrounded by a 3D-printed polymer 

structure with an optimized dielectric property distribution. Unlike the conventional donut-

shaped pattern (omnidirectional) of a quarter-wavelength monopole antenna, one-beam 

and multiple-beam patterns are obtained using a genetic-algorithm-based optimization. 

Different dielectric constant spatial distributions are realized by changing the ratio of the 

dielectric to air at the unit cell level in the entire antenna volume. A two-beam monopole 

prototype is designed, fabricated and tested. The measurement results demonstrate 

agreement with the simulation results. The proposed design method enables another degree 

of freedom for antenna design, which can be extended to other types of antennas. 

In Chapter 4, we use the dielectric loading method for a novel antenna design 

enabled by 3D printing technology for future wireless intra-chip interconnects with 

applications to multicore architectures and system-on-chips (SoCs). In our proposed design 

we use vertical quarter-wavelength monopoles at 160 GHz on a ground plane to avoid low 

antenna radiation efficiency caused by the silicon substrate. The monopoles are surrounded 

by a specially-designed dielectric property distribution. This additional degree of freedom 

in design enabled by 3D printing technology is used to tailor antenna radiation patterns. As 

a result, the desired wireless link is enhanced and the undesired spatial crosstalk is reduced. 

Simulation results show that the proposed dielectric loading approach improves the desired 
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link gain by 8-23 dB and reduces the crosstalk by 9-15 dB from 155 GHz to 165 GHz. As 

a proof-of-concept, a 60 GHz prototype is designed, fabricated and characterized. Our 

measurements match the simulation results and demonstrate 10-18 dB improvement of the 

desired link and 10-30 dB reduction in the crosstalk from 55 GHz to 61 GHz. The 

demonstrated path loss of the desired link at a distance of 17 mm is only 15 dB, which is 

more than 10 dB better compared to previously reported work.  

In Chapter 5, a 90° wave-bending structure at Ka-band (26.5-40 GHz) based on 

3D-printed metamaterial is designed, fabricated and measured. The wave-bending effect is 

realized through a spatial distribution of varied effective dielectric constant. Based on the 

effective medium theory, different effective dielectric constants are accomplished by 

special, 3D-printbale unit cells, which allow different ratios of dielectric to air at the unit 

cell level. In contrast to traditional, metallic-structure-included metamaterial designs, the 

reported wave-bending structure here is all dielectric and implemented by the polymer-

jetting technique, which features rapid, low-cost and convenient prototyping. Both 

simulation and experiment results demonstrate the effectiveness of the wave-bending 

structure. 

In Chapter 6, a compact multi-band antenna compatible with a metallic packaging 

for mobile devices is proposed. With only 4 mm distance from the ground end, the antenna 

covers 698-787 MHz (band-1) and 1710-2155 MHz (band-2), enabling LTE 2 / LTE 4 / 

LTE 12 / LTE 13 / GSM1900 applications. It consists of an Inverted-F antenna (IFA) and 

two resonating strips. The current distribution shows that the quarter-wavelength, half-

wavelength and one-wavelength modes together contribute to the band-2 radiation. The 

antenna is fabricated using an AM method with a silver-particle inkjet printer and a 
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traditional subtractive method with copper tape. The measurement results are compared 

with the simulation results for both fabrication methods. 

Finally, Chapter 7 presents a summary of the major achievements and contributions 

of this dissertation. Future works are also discussed. 
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 Effective Medium Approximation 

 

Materials have their intrinsic dielectric properties (permittivity and permeability) at 

microwave frequencies. Taking the dielectric constant (the real part of the permittivity), 

one of the most important dielectric properties for microwave applications, as an example, 

alumina has ε'Alumina=4.5, glass has ε'glass≈2, and quartz has ε'quartz=4.2. Those intrinsic 

dielectric properties, however, are not flexible enough to meet the needs of electromagnetic 

applications. As a result, when a dielectric constant that is not available in existing 

materials is needed, composite materials (a mixture of several types of existing materials) 

are often required.  

 Effective medium approximation (EMA), or effective medium theory (EMT), is 

the analytical or theoretical modeling method for estimating the macroscopic properties of 

composite materials [104]. It approximates the relationship between the effective dielectric 

properties of the composite material and the relative fractions of the material components.  

In this chapter, the EMA, which lays the groundwork of realizing inhomogeneous 

structures using AM technologies, is first introduced. Two most commonly used forms of 

the EMA, the Maxwell-Garnett equation and the Bruggeman mixing formula are discussed 

in Section 2.2 and 2.3. Next, Section 2.4 introduces the Nicholson-Ross-Weir (NRW) 

method that can be used to extract the effective dielectric properties (permittivity and 

permeability) based on S-parameters. Specially, another method to extract permittivity for 

non-magnetic materials (𝜇r) is discussed in Section 2.5. The application of this method to 

a 3D-printiable unit cell structure is also presented in Section 2.5.  
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Consider a two-phase mixture of a random and spatially separated, spherical 

inclusion in a host. Both the inclusion and the host are homogeneous and isotropic. The 

effective dielectric constant of the mixture can be described by the Maxwell–Garnett 

formula [105] 

 (
𝜀eff−𝜀h

𝜀eff+2𝜀h
) = 𝜂𝑖(

𝜀i−𝜀h

𝜀i+2𝜀h
) (2.1) 

where 휀eff is the effective dielectric constant of the mixture, 휀i is the dielectric constant of 

the inclusion,  휀h is the dielectric constant of the host, and 𝜂i is the volume fraction of the 

inclusion. Alternatively, the 휀eff can be conveniently calculated with 

 εeff = 휀h
2𝑓i(𝜀i−𝜀h)+𝜀i+2𝜀h

𝜀i+2𝜀h+𝑓i(𝜀h−𝜀i)
 (2.2) 

Maxwell-Garnett Equation is only valid when the host material dominates in the 

mixture. A simple way to prove this point is treating the host as inclusion and inclusion as 

host, (2.1) can be rewrite as 

 (
𝜀eff−𝜀i

𝜀eff+2𝜀i
) = 𝜂ℎ(

𝜀h−𝜀i

𝜀h+2𝜀i
) (2.3) 

where 𝜂h is the volume fraction of the host, and  

 𝜂𝑖 + 𝜂ℎ = 1 (2.4) 

It should be noted that (2.1) and (2.3) do not yield the same 휀eff, although the two equations 

describe the same mixture. Therefore, the Maxwell-Garnett equation does not work when 

the volume fractions of the inclusions are high. In general, the Maxwell-Garnett EMA 

works well at low volume fractions because it is assumed that the inclusions are spatially 

separated in the host [104], [106].  
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 Besides, the Maxwell-Garnett equation can generalize to a mixture of several 

components. Following (2.1), a generalized form could be [107] 

 (
𝜀eff−𝜀0

𝜀eff+2𝜀0
) = ∑ 𝜂𝑖(

𝜀i−𝜀0

𝜀i+2𝜀0
)𝑖  (2.5) 

where 휀0 is the dielectric constant of the host, 휀i is the dielectric constant of inclusion i, 

and  𝜂𝑖  is the volume ratio of inclusion i. Similarly, (2.5) works only for low volume 

inclusions.   

 

Research has shown that when the dielectric constant contrast k > 1 and the 

inclusion is at low volume fraction values, the Maxwell-Garnett equation is accurate if 

inclusion particles do not form clusters (solid powders mixing with polymer matrix for 

example), whereas the Bruggeman model is more accurate if there are clusters of the 

inclusion and the [108]. 

The Bruggeman mixing formula is the most well-known version of the EMA. The 

Bruggeman mixing formula describing the two-composite mixture is written as [105] 

 𝜂1 (
𝜀1−𝜀eff

𝜀1+2𝜀eff
) + 𝜂2 (

𝜀2−𝜀eff

𝜀2+2𝜀eff
) = 0 (2.6) 

where 휀1 is the dielectric constant of material 1, 𝜂1 is the volume ratio of material 1, 휀2 is 

the dielectric constant of material 2, and  𝜂2 is the volume ratio of material 2. 

It is obvious that (2.6) has symmetry for both material 1 and material 2, which is not 

true for the Maxwell-Garnett equation. Besides, the Bruggeman mixing formula can be 

generalized to describe the mixture of any number of components: 

 ∑ 𝜂i (
𝜀i−𝜀eff

𝜀i+2𝜀eff
)i = 0 (2.7) 
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In this dissertation, the EMA will be utilized to estimate the effective dielectric 

constant of the 3D-printed structures, which include clustered structures. Consequently, the 

Bridgeman mixing formula is the EMA method used in this dissertation.  

 

Scattering parameters, or S-parameters, are widely used in microwave engineering 

to describe the frequency response of an arbitrary network. Compared with other network 

parameters like Y-parameters, Z-parameters, or ABCD-parameters, S-parameters are 

easier to measure because only power measurement is required, while other networks 

parameters require measurement of currents and voltages that are often location-dependent 

and hard-to-defined for many microwave structures[109].  

  

Figure 2.1 A plane wave going through a dielectric block sample. 

With its S-parameters known, the NRW method [110] can derive the 

electromagnetic properties of a material sample, i.e. the relative permittivity εr and relative 

permeability 𝜇r. Consider a dielectric block with the relative permittivity of εr and relative 

permeability 𝜇r in free space, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. The thickness of the dielectric 
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block is d, which is less than a quarter wavelength. The intrinsic impedance of the dielectric 

block is therefore  

 𝜂𝑑 = √
𝜇𝑟

𝜀𝑟
∙ 𝜂0 (2.8) 

where 𝜂0 = 377  is the intrinsic impedance of the free space. When there is an incident 

wave coming from left to right, the reflection coefficient at the left interface will be  

 Γ𝐿 =
𝜂𝑑−𝜂0

𝜂𝑑+𝜂0
=

√𝜇𝑟 𝜀𝑟⁄ −1

√𝜇𝑟 𝜀𝑟⁄ +1
 (2.9) 

The transmission coefficient between the two faces may be written as: 

 𝑧 = 𝑒−𝑗𝑘𝑑 = 𝑒−𝑗𝑘0𝑑√𝜇𝑟𝜀𝑟 (2.10) 

As a result, the S-parameters of the slab can be written as [110]: 

𝑆21 =
(1 − Γ𝐿

2)𝑧

1 − Γ𝐿
2𝑧2

 

 𝑆11 =
(1−𝑧2)Γ𝐿

1−Γ𝐿
2𝑧2

 (2.11) 

If we define 

𝑉1 = 𝑆21 + 𝑆11 

𝑉2 = 𝑆21 − 𝑆11 

 X =
1−𝑉1𝑉2

𝑉1−𝑉2
 (2.12) 

then both Γ𝐿(𝜇𝑟, 휀𝑟) and 𝑧(𝜇𝑟 , 휀𝑟) can be obtained from the S-parameters 

 Γ𝐿(𝜇𝑟, 휀𝑟) = 𝑋 ± √𝑋2 − 1 (2.13) 

where the sign is chosen so that |Γ𝐿| ≤ 1, and 

 z(𝜇𝑟 , 휀𝑟) =
𝑉1−Γ𝐿

1−𝑉1Γ𝐿
 (2.14) 

Based on (2.9) and (2.11), we can define 
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𝜇𝑟

𝜀𝑟
= (

1+Γ𝐿

1−Γ𝐿
)2 = 𝑐1 (2.15) 

 𝜇𝑟휀𝑟 = −[
𝑐

𝑤𝑑
ln (

1

𝑧
)]

2

= 𝑐2 (2.16) 

Based on (2.16) and (2.17), the two unknowns, 𝜇𝑟 , 휀𝑟 can be calculated  

 𝜇𝑟 = √𝑐1𝑐2 (2.17) 

 휀𝑟 = √
𝑐2

𝑐1
 (2.18) 

 

The NRW method can extract both the permittivity and permeability of the material 

from the S-parameters. Most materials, however, are non-magnetic thus have a relative 

permeability of unity. By setting 𝜇𝑟 = 1, we can simplify and improve the accuracy of the 

εr' (dielectric constant) calculation, leading to a slightly different method. In this method, 

𝜇r is set as unity and only S21 is used to extract εr' and tan 𝛿. The reason is that S11 

measurement may experience a larger relative uncertainty in both simulation and 

experiment because S11 is usually very small. In contrast, S21 is more reliable in terms of 

relative uncertainty.  

Assuming that 휀𝑒𝑓𝑓
′  is the effective dielectric constant of the mixture and tan 𝛿𝑒𝑓𝑓 

is the loss tangent of the unit cell, the attenuation constant 𝛼 , phase constant 𝛽  and 

propagation constant 𝛾 of the unit cell can be calculated as: 

 𝛼 =
𝜋√𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓

′  

𝜆
tan 𝛿𝑒𝑓𝑓 (2.19) 

 𝛽 =
𝜔

𝑣𝑝
=

𝜔

𝑐
√휀𝑒𝑓𝑓

′   (2.20) 

 𝛾 = 𝛼 + 𝑗𝛽 (2.21) 
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The unit cell can then be treated as a transmission line. Assuming that the length of the unit 

cell is 𝑙, and the normalization impedance is 𝑍0 = 50 Ω, the characteristic impedance of 

the unit cell is then: 

 𝑍1 = √
𝜇0

𝜀0𝜀𝑟
′  (2.22) 

Thereby, The ABCD parameters of the unit cell can be calculated as: 

 [
𝐴 𝐵
𝐶 𝐷

] = [
cosh 𝛾𝑙

𝑍1

𝑍0
sinh 𝛾𝑙

𝑍0

𝑍1
sinh 𝛾𝑙 cosh 𝛾𝑙

] (2.23) 

S21 is then obtained from the ABCD parameters: 

 𝑆21 =
2

𝐴+𝐵+𝐶+𝐷
 (2.24) 

S21 can be calculated via HFSS simulations. Therefore, there are two unknowns in 

(2.24): 휀𝑒𝑓𝑓
′  and tan 𝛿𝑒𝑓𝑓. By equating the real and imaginary parts, two equations of the 

two unknowns are obtained. Consequently, 휀𝑒𝑓𝑓
′  and tan 𝛿𝑒𝑓𝑓, can be extracted by solving 

(2.24).  

Both the Bruggeman mixing formula and the above extraction method are used to 

analyze a unit cell structure in Figure 2.2. In this section, the unit cell structure is used only 

to verify the Bruggeman mixing formula and the extraction method, whereas more details 

of the unit cell structure will be discussed in Section 3.2.2. 
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Figure 2.2 A unit cell of size 4 × 4 × 4 mm3 in HFSS simulation model. Each unit 

cell contains a polymer cube and is mechanically connected by thin polymer pillars 

with a cross section of 0.8 mm × 0.8 mm to its adjacent unit cells. The unit cell 

structure has perfect electric conductor (PEC) and perfect magnetic conductor (PMC) 

boundary conditions allowing plane wave propagation. De-embeding is performed to 

get the S-parameter of the unit cell structure.  

 

Figure 2.3 The effective dielectric constant of unit cells of different polymer cube 

dimension b.  The analytical values are the initial values based on Bruggeman formula. 

Adjustment is then made based on HFSS simulations. 

The unit cell has a size of 4 mm × 4 mm × 4 mm. The dark blue part is the 3D-printed 

polymer material, which has εr = 2.7 and tan 𝛿 = 0.02 . The polymer part contains a 

dielectric cube with a variable dimension b. By changing b and thereby, the filling ratio of 
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the polymer material in the unit cell (i.e., mixing polymer and air at different ratios), 

effective dielectric constants between 1 to 2.7 can be obtained. On the one hand, the 

analytical result of εeff can be calculated based on (2.6). On the other hand, accurate εeff can 

be calculated from the S-parameters from HFSS simulations. Figure 2.3 shows the 

analytical εeff values based on the Bruggeman formula and the accurate εeff values from 

HFSS simulations versus different cube dimension b. It is obvious that the analytical result 

agrees reasonably well with the simulation result, demonstrating the effectiveness of both 

the Bruggeman mixing formula and the modified extraction method.  

 

In this chapter, we first introduce the effective medium approximation, including 

both the Maxwell-Garnett equation and the Bruggeman Mixing Formula. EMA is the 

theory estimating the effective material properties of mixtures. It lays the groundwork of 

experimentally realizing inhomogeneous structures using AM technologies. We also 

introduce the Nicholson-Ross-Weir (NRW) method and a modified extraction method, 

which allow us to extract the effective material properties of mixtures based on their S-

parameters. At the end, we are able to examine the effective material properties in the 3D 

EM simulator. Our simulation shows reasonable agreement with the Bruggeman mixing 

formula, demonstrating that the Bruggeman mixing formula can be an effective estimation 

tool.  
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 Monopole Antenna Radiation Pattern Control via 3D-

Printed Dielectrics 

The 3D printing technology has attracted growing interest of many researchers in 

the area of antenna design as a new prototyping and manufacturing technology. It is capable 

of forming arbitrary 3D structures with lower cost and shorter prototyping time. This work 

aims to present a novel methodology to control antenna radiation pattern based on 3D 

printing of specially-designed dielectric material, which realizes spatially-dependent 

dielectric constants around the antenna. As a proof of concept, we propose a design of a 

quarter-wavelength monopole antenna surrounded by a 3D-printed polymer structure with 

an optimized dielectric property distribution. Unlike the conventional donut-shaped pattern 

of a quarter-wavelength monopole antenna, one-beam and multiple-beam patterns are 

obtained using a genetic-algorithm-based optimization. Different dielectric constant spatial 

distributions are realized by changing the ratio of the dielectric to air at the unit cell level 

in the entire antenna volume. A two-beam monopole prototype is designed, fabricated and 

tested. The measurement results demonstrate agreement with the simulation results. The 

proposed design method enables another degree of freedom for antenna design, which can 

be extended to other types of antennas. 

 

Homogeneous dielectric loading has been applied to control antenna radiation 

patterns. In [53] and[54], a pair of dielectric wedges is used to control the antenna beam 

direction for the application of a receiving antenna for direct broadcast satellite televisions. 

In [55], a dielectric lens located above a horn antenna can mechanically steer the beam in 
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elevation and full azimuth, and further increase the antenna gain. In [56], the shape of a 

homogeneous lens antenna is optimized to control the radiation pattern. One design 

achieves a sectorial beam; the other design achieves an elliptical Gaussian beam. Those 

designs, however, are limited to one-beam applications. In addition, they tend to increase 

the antenna size to tens of wavelengths. 

Inhomogeneous dielectrics have also been used to tailor antenna radiation patterns. 

In [57], a gradient index (GRIN) slab lens antenna is used to increase the directivity and 

gain of a horn antenna. In [58], rotatable planar phase shifting surfaces are used to control 

the beam as lighter alternatives of the wedges in [53] and[54]. Although these designs 

provide compact solutions to control antenna radiation patterns, they are still limited to 

one-beam applications, and the radiation patterns are restricted to the feed antenna radiation 

patterns. 

Dielectrics, however, are not limited to slightly modifying the antenna radiation 

patterns. Instead, it is possible to fully reshape the antenna radiation patterns as another 

degree of antenna design freedom, which is enabled by 3D-printing technologies. In this 

work, based on genetic algorithms (GA) optimization, we have studied a quarter-

wavelength monopole antenna on a finite ground plane and surrounded by an optimized 

dielectric constant distribution. The low-profile dielectrics are capable of changing the 

antenna radiation pattern from an omnidirectional shape to many other shapes, including 

one-beam and multiple-beam in desired directions. The dielectric inhomogeneity is then 

implemented experimentally by 3D printing technology [20], which features fast and low-

cost prototyping. The loaded dielectrics have a size of 2𝜆0 × 2𝜆0 × 0.25𝜆0. This work 

proves an effective way to manipulate antenna radiation patterns based on dielectrics. A 
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single antenna element could achieve narrower beams and higher gain like an antenna array. 

Besides, it offers another degree of freedom for antenna design. 

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 introduces the design procedures; 

the ideal model design verification is first introduced, and then the design of a 3D-printing-

compatible dielectric structure is realized. Section 3.3 studies the bandwidth and radiation 

pattern stability versus frequency, and investigates the effect of a wider range of εr and a 

larger GA population size on the antenna performance. Section 3.4 presents the fabrication 

and measurement results, which demonstrate good agreement with the simulation results. 

Finally, Section 3.5 concludes this work and proposes some possible future work. 

 

Based on effective medium approximation, the effective dielectric constant can be 

controlled by adjusting the material filling ratio in the unit cell scale. Three-D printing 

technology can handle arbitrary filling ratio and thereby enables effective dielectric 

constant control. In this section, we first introduce the ideal model design, in which a 

monopole antenna’s radiation pattern is reshaped from an omnidirectional pattern to one-, 

two-, and three-beam radiation patterns by changing the dielectric constant distribution 

with ideal unit cell blocks. Next, 3D-printable unit cell structures are used to realize the 

effective dielectric constant and lead to 3D-printable practical models.     

 Ideal Model 

The electromagnetic wave propagation manipulation is achieved by changing the 

dielectric constant distribution and thereby the refractive index distribution along the 

propagation path. For a regular quarter-wavelength monopole antenna on a finite ground 
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plane in the air, the dielectric constant around it is 1 and the radiation pattern is 

omnidirectional. To control the antenna radiation pattern, the surrounding dielectric around 

the antenna is discretized to blocks with inhomogeneous dielectric constant distribution. 

An ANSYS HFSSTM model is built as shown in Figure 3.1. A monopole antenna (quarter-

wavelength at the design frequency of 15 GHz) is placed on a finite ground plane with a 

size of 40 × 40 mm2. The monopole has a 0.5 mm diameter and a 4 mm height. It is 

surrounded by 100 (10 × 10) unit dielectric cells (ideal blocks). Each unit cell is designed 

to have a size of 4 mm × 4 mm × 4 mm, corresponding to 0.2𝜆0 at 15 GHz, which is a good 

compromise between the effective medium approximation and the printing accuracy. The 

overall 10 × 10 array size is a tradeoff between the effectiveness of the radiation pattern 

control and compactness of the antenna. These ideal blocks may have different εr from each 

other. The εr varies from 1.1 to 2.4 with a discretization step of 0.1. This εr range can be 

conveniently implemented using a 3D printing technique reported previously [20].  

 

Figure 3.1 The HFSS model of a monopole surrounded by inhomogeneous 

dielectrics that are discretized into 4×4×4 mm3 blocks (ideal blocks). 

To obtain the desired antenna radiation pattern, the dielectric constant distribution 

needs to be calculated first. This is achieved by controlling the ANSYS HFSSTM simulator 
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with a home-made GA code (Appendix A.2) based on MatlabTM. The dielectric constant 

distribution, as chromosomes in the GA, is optimized to achieve the desired antenna 

radiation pattern. In the GA, the population size is chosen as 3 for the parallel HFSS 

simulation consideration. For a computer with 2 Intel Xeon X5570 @2.93 GHz processor 

and 32 GB RAM, running 3 HFSS simulations simultaneously takes about half an hour to 

finish the simulation of one generation (3 individuals). The dielectric constant of each unit 

cell is treated as a chromosome and has a mutation rate of 0.1. The best two candidates 

among all individuals will be selected and recombined by crossover to get the new 

generation. The one-point crossover method is employed in the optimization process. There 

are 100 chromosomes in total because of the 10 × 10 dielectric blocks in the design space. 

Therefore, during each crossover operation, a random two-dimensional point (x, y) is 

generated as the crossover boundary, where 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ [1,9] 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥, 𝑦 ⊂ 𝑁+ . One parent 

offers gene before the point (𝑥, 𝑦) and the other parent offers gene after the point (𝑥, 𝑦). 

Generation by generation, the genes of the best individuals are kept and the optimized 

solution is found. 

In theory, a monopole antenna achieves maximal radiation at the elevation angle of 

θ = 90°. Nevertheless, when the finite ground is taken into consideration, the maximal 

radiation direction can be shifted to around θ = 60° [111]. As a result, our radiation pattern 

optimization is carried out at θ = 60° for simplicity. 

Three antennas with different patterns (i.e., one, two, and three beams) are designed 

using this method. To simplify the optimization, a symmetric permittivity distribution with 

respect to the x-axis is applied, which reduces design parameters by 50%. Consequently, 

the radiation pattern is symmetric with respect to the x-axis; in the optimization goal setting, 
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only 𝜑 ∈ [0°, 180°] are considered. The one-beam example has a goal of maximal gain at 

𝜑 = 0° and less-than-zero-dBi gain for 𝜑 ∈ [60°, 180°]. Correspondingly, the optimization 

goal specification is a maximum of fitness_1 = gain (0°)-max {0 dBi, max[gain (60°-

180°)]}. It should be noted that the 0 dBi standard is to ensure that high gain at 𝜑 = 0° is 

guaranteed in the goal. The two-beam example has a goal of maximal gain at 𝜑 = 60°

 and less-than-zero-dBi gain for 𝜑 ∈ [90°, 180°], [0°]. The optimization goal specification 

is a maximum of fitness_2 = gain (60°)-max {0 dBi, gain (0°), max[gain(90°-180°)]}. 

Lastly, the three-beam example has a goal of maximal gain at 𝜑 = 30°, 180° and less-than-

zero-dBi gain for 𝜑 ∈ [90°, 140°],  [0°]. Therefore, the optimization goal specification is 

a maximum of fitness_3 = min {gain (30°), gain (180°)}-max {0 dBi, gain (0°), max[gain 

(90°-140°)]}. 

In summary, the GA optimization problems are defined as follows: 

 Objective function: fitness value as large as possible (stop the optimization process 

when there is no significant improvement, e.g., Δfitness < 0.3 after tens of generations) 

 Fitness function:  

fitness_1 = G(θ, ϕ1) - max G(θ, ϕ2), where θ = 60°, ϕ1 = 0°, ϕ2∈{60°- 180°}, and G(θ, 

ϕ2)≥0;   

fitness_2 = G(θ, ϕ1) - max G(θ, ϕ2), where θ = 60°, ϕ1 = 60°, ϕ2∈{0°, 90° - 180°}, and 

G(θ, ϕ2)≥0;  

fitness_3 = min G(θ, ϕ1) - max G(θ, ϕ2), where θ = 60º,     ϕ1 ={30°, 180°}, ϕ2∈{0°, 

90°-140°}, and G(θ, ϕ2)≥0. 

 Constraints: a εr range of 1.1-2.4 with a discretization step of 0.1   
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 Crossover probability and method: 100%; one-point crossover 

 Mutation probability: 0.1 

 Mutation type: generating a random εr 

The optimized antenna radiation patterns of the three examples at the elevation 

angle of θ = 60° are shown in Figure 3.2 (a)-(c). Based on the simulation results at the 

elevation angle of θ = 60°, the one-beam antenna has a gain of nearly 8 dBi at 𝜑 = 0°, and 

the side lobe level is less than -6 dB; the gain of the two-beam antenna is more than 7 dBi 

at 𝜑 = ±60, whereas the side lobe level is less than -6 dB; the gain of the three-beam 

antenna approaches 6 dBi and 7 dBi at 𝜑 = ±30° and 180°, respectively, and the side lobe 

level is less than -6 dB. The 3D radiation patterns of the three antennas are shown in Figure 

3.3(a)-(c). The radiation patterns clearly demonstrate the feasibility of obtaining one-beam, 

two-beam, and three-beam radiation patterns. The εr distributions of the three examples are 

shown in Figure 3.4, Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6, where the monopole is located at the center 

of each dielectric structure. The required εr is in from 1.1 to 2.4 which is readily realizable 

using 3D printing technologies. 

 

Figure 3.2 The simulated radiation pattern at 15 GHz and for θ = 60° of the (a) 

one-beam antenna, (b) two-beam antenna, and (c) three-beam antenna. 
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Figure 3.3 The 3D radiation pattern plots at 15 GHz and for θ = 60° of the (a) one-

beam antenna, (b) two-beam antenna, and (c) three-beam antenna. 

 

Figure 3.4 The dielectric constant distribution around the monopole with the one-

beam radiation pattern. 
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Figure 3.5 The dielectric constant distribution around the monopole with the two-

beam radiation pattern. 

 

Figure 3.6 The dielectric constant distribution around the monopole with the 

three-beam radiation pattern. 

In summary, all three cases achieve good radiation patterns corresponding to the 

optimization goals. These results clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of the dielectric 

loading mechanism in achieving the desired one or multiple-beam antenna patterns. 
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 Practical 3D Printing Compatible Model 

 Unit Cell Design 

The standard quarter-wavelength monopole antenna is surrounded by 100 dielectric 

blocks. Each block is defined as a unit cell. To realize an isotropic effective dielectric 

constant for each unit cell while maintaining the mechanical support of the whole structure, 

the unit cell is designed as shown in Figure 3.7. The unit cell has a size of 4 mm × 4 mm × 

4 mm. The dark blue part is the 3D-printed polymer material, which has εr = 2.7 and 

tan 𝛿 = 0.02. The polymer part contains a dielectric cube with a variable dimension b. By 

changing b and thereby, the filling ratio of the polymer material in the unit cell (i.e., mixing 

polymer and air at different ratios), effective dielectric constants from 1 to 2.7 can be 

obtained. It is worth noting that for the mechanical connection and support of the whole 

dielectric structure, small 3D-printed pillars with a cross section of 0.8 mm × 0.8 mm are 

used to connect adjacent unit cells.  

The effective permittivity of a unit cell is designed by the analytical effective 

medium approximation based on the Bruggeman mixing formula in Section 2.3. 

Alternatively, the effective permittivity could also be initially estimated by the polymer 

filling ratio f using εr= εp∙f+1∙(1-f), where εr is the effective relative permittivity of the unit 

cell, and εp is the relative permittivity of the polymer material [20]. Next, the effective 

permittivity is verified by finite-element simulations using the HFSS software. The unit 

cell geometry is modeled as shown in Figure 3.7. From the simulated S-parameters, the 

effective medium property is extracted using the method as discussed in Section 2.5 [110], 

[112]. Figure 3.8 shows the final design curve plotting the effective medium dielectric 

constant as a function of the cube dimension b. It should be noted that although the model 
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shown in Figure 3.7 is for the x polarization, due to the cubic symmetry of the unit cell 

structure, the unit cells have isotropic properties and behave the same for all polarizations. 

 

Figure 3.7 A unit cell of size 4 × 4 × 4 mm3 in HFSS simulation model. Each unit 

cell contains a polymer cube and is mechanically connected by thin polymer pillars 

with a cross section of 0.8 mm × 0.8 mm to its adjacent unit cells. 

 

Figure 3.8 The effective dielectric constant of unit cells of different polymer cube 

size.  The analytical values are the initial values based on Bruggeman formula. The 

fine adjustment is determined from S-parameters obtained by HFSS simulations. 
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 Complete Structure Design 

Based on the results in Figure 3.8 and the dielectric constant distributions in Figure 

3.4, Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6, three antenna design models are implemented, as shown in 

Figure 3.9, Figure 3.10, and Figure 3.11, to validate the previous analysis and designs. The 

blue part in the HFSS models is the polymer model material, VeroBlackPlus RGD875 from 

Stratasys Ltd. These dielectrics stand on a ground plane with a size of 40 mm × 40 mm. 

The quarter-wavelength monopole antenna of a 4-mm length (around quarter-wavelength 

at 15 GHz) is located at the center of the dielectrics. 

The simulated electric field distributions on the horizontal plane 3 mm above the 

ground of the three structures are plotted in Figure 3.12, Figure 3.13, and Figure 3.14. It 

can be seen that the radiation of the one-beam antenna design is concentrated at 𝜑 = 0°. 

For the two-beam antenna design, the radiation is concentrated at 𝜑 = ±60°, whereas for 

the three-beam design, the radiation is concentrated at 𝜑 = ±30°  and 180° . The co-

polarization radiation patterns at the elevation angle of θ = 60° for both the practical 3D-

printed structure models (the entire printed dielectric structure including dielectric polymer 

and pillars, i.e. Figure 3.9; both dielectric constant and loss tangent are included) and the 

ideal lossless dielectric blocks models (all the unit cells are assigned by the desired 

dielectric constant, i.e., Figure 3.1), are shown in Figure 3.15, Figure 3.16, and Figure 3.17. 

The red solid curves represent the practical models and the blue dashed curves represent 

the ideal models. It is observed that the radiation patterns of the 3D-printed and ideal 

models are consistent. The gain of the 3D-printed models is about 0.5 dB smaller than that 

of the ideal models, which is mainly due to the inclusion of the material dielectric loss 

(tan 𝛿 = 0.02) in the 3D-printed models. The comparison of the cross-polarization patterns 
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for the three antennas is shown in Figure 3.18, Figure 3.19, and Figure 3.20, demonstrating 

good agreement between the ideal models and the 3D-printed models. 

 

 Bandwidth and Pattern versus Frequency 

Most antenna applications require coverage of a certain frequency band. 

Accordingly, it is worthwhile studying the antenna bandwidth and the radiation pattern in 

the entire frequency band. A 5-mm long monopole in air, which has its center frequency at 

15 GHz, is used as a reference antenna. Adding dielectrics around a monopole antenna 

would cause a shift in the antenna center frequency. Due to the increase of the effective 

dielectric constant around the monopole, the resonant frequency decreases. In order to 

make the dielectric loaded antenna resonate at around 15 GHz for a fair comparison with 

the reference antenna, the length of the monopole with the loaded dielectrics is selected to 

be 4-mm long.  

Figure 3.21 plots the simulated reflection coefficient 𝑆11 of the monopoles with and 

without dielectric loading. It can be seen that each case has slightly different 𝑆11 compared 

to the reference monopole antenna. However, all of these cases have -10 dB impedance 

bandwidth greater than 15%. As a result, it can be concluded that the dielectric loading has 

a small impact on the monopole bandwidth. 
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Figure 3.9 HFSS model of the one-beam antenna 

 

Figure 3.10 HFSS model of the two-beam antenna 

 

Figure 3.11  HFSS model of the  three-beam antenna. 
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Figure 3.12 The 2D E-field distributions on the plane of 3 mm above the ground at 

15 GHz of the one-beam antenna 

 

Figure 3.13  The 2D E-field distributions on the plane of 3 mm above the ground at 

15 GHz of the two-beam antenna  

 

Figure 3.14  The 2D E-field distributions on the plane of 3 mm above the ground at 

15 GHz of the three-beam antenna.  
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Figure 3.15 The simulated co-polarization radiation patterns of the practical 3D-

printed structure models and the dielectric blocks models at 15 GHz and for the 

elevation angle of θ = 60° of the one-beam antenna 

 

Figure 3.16  The simulated co-polarization radiation patterns of the practical 3D-

printed structure models and the dielectric blocks models at 15 GHz and for the 

elevation angle of θ = 60° of the two-beam antenna  
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Figure 3.17  The simulated co-polarization radiation patterns of the practical 3D-

printed structure models and the dielectric blocks models at 15 GHz and for the 

elevation angle of θ = 60° of the three-beam antenna.  

 

Figure 3.18 The simulated cross-polarization radiation patterns of the practical 3D-

printed structure models and the dielectric blocks models at 15 GHz and for the 

elevation angle of θ = 60° of the one-beam antenna,  
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Figure 3.19  The simulated cross-polarization radiation patterns of the practical 

3D-printed structure models and the dielectric blocks models at 15 GHz and for the 

elevation angle of θ = 60° of the two-beam antenna 

 

Figure 3.20  The simulated cross-polarization radiation patterns of the practical 

3D-printed structure models and the dielectric blocks models at 15 GHz and for the 

elevation angle of θ = 60° of the three-beam antenna. 
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Figure 3.21 The reflection coefficient of the dielectric-loaded monopole antennas in 

comparison with that of the conventional monopole antenna. 

The radiation patterns are stable from 14.8 GHz to 16.8 GHz, in which range the 

S11 is smaller than -10 dB for all three dielectric-loaded antennas, as illustrated in Figure 

3.21. Figure 3.22, Figure 3.23 and Figure 3.24 present the radiation patterns of the 

dielectric-loaded antennas at 14.8 GHz, 15.8 GHz, and 16.8 GHz. Over the frequency range, 

the main lobes are at least 3 dB higher than the side lobes.  

 

Figure 3.22 The one-beam antenna radiation patterns at 14.8 GHz, 15.8 GHz and 

16.8 GHz at the elevation angle of θ = 60°. 
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Figure 3.23 The two-beam antenna radiation patterns at 14.8 GHz, 15.8 GHz and 

16.8 GHz at the elevation angle of θ = 60°. 

 

Figure 3.24 The three-beam antenna radiation patterns at 14.8 GHz, 15.8 GHz and 

16.8 GHz at the elevation angle of θ = 60°. 

 Effect of Dielectric Constant Range 

The dielectric constant range in the design examples is selected to be from 1.1 to 

2.4 with a 0.1 increment. Dielectric constants in this range is easily achievable with 

commercially available 3D printers and corresponding printable materials. However, it is 

worthy to study the improvement in antenna performance when a greater dielectric constant 
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range is available as expanding the EM properties of 3D printable materials is an important 

and ongoing research topic [113], [114]. Our preliminary result has shown that a wider and 

more flexible dielectric constant range can enable more control over gain and radiation 

patterns. For example, if the dielectric constant ranges from 1 to 4 with continuous 

variation, the one-beam monopole design can achieve 9.5 dBi gain, an improvement of 

about 1.5 dB compared to the previous example, as shown in Figure 3.25. The side lobe 

level is also about 2 dB lower. The corresponding εr distribution is depicted in Figure 3.26. 

Compared to an antenna array of the same size, the dielectric loading method has 

its pros and cons in terms of gain improvement. Theoretically, for a 4×4 monopole antenna 

array (assuming a 0.5λ0 element spacing) on a 2λ0 × 2λ0 ground, which has the same 

aperture size as the proposed antenna, the maximal antenna gain could be as high as 17.19 

dBi, which is much larger than the 9.5 dBi that the dielectric loading method achieved 

assuming a dielectric constant range from 1 to 4. Nevertheless, an antenna array needs a 

feeding network with an appropriate phase distribution, which adds more cost and 

complexity. In addition, the proposed method has advantage in the flexibility of obtaining 

multiple beams. 

 Effect of a Larger GA Population Size 

Because of the relative small εr range (i.e., 1.1-2.4 with a 0.1 increment) and to 

reduce computation time, a population size of 3 in the GA was used. However, GA usually 

works better with larger population size. To look into this point, a population size of 30 is 

also applied. The optimization result is shown in Figure 3.27. It is observed that the main 

lobe is narrower corresponding to a 0.5 dB increase of gain. 
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Figure 3.25 Simulation results of the one-beam monopole antenna using a larger 

dielectric constant range (1 to 4) at 15 GHz. (a) The radiation pattern at the elevation 

angle of θ = 60°, (b) the 3D radiation pattern. 

 

Figure 3.26 The dielectric constant distribution around the monopole, which is 

represented by “x”. 
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Figure 3.27 Comparison of the optimization results of GA with population size of 

30 (black dash) and 3 (red solid). 

 

The proposed design methodology is compatible with additive manufacturing 

(AM), or often referred to as 3D printing technology. It allows realization of arbitrary 3D 

structures with low cost and short prototyping time compared to conventional 

manufacturing methods. There are multiple types of 3D printing technologies, including 

selective sintering and melting, powder binder bonding, extrusion, layer by layer bonding 

and polymerization [115]. In this work, polymer jetting rapid prototyping, one of the 

polymerization techniques, is employed to implement the proposed antenna design. 

Previously demonstrated EM components using polymer jetting technique include EM 

bandgap structures [21], Terahertz (THz) electromagnetic crystal (EMXT) horn antennas 

[24], THz waveguides [47], holograms [22], Luneburg lens antennas [20], dielectric 

reflectarray antennas [48], etc.  

In this work, a commercial polymer jetting 3D printer, Objet Eden 350, is 

employed. The printer has a droplet size of 84 𝜇m × 42 𝜇m × 16 𝜇m. First, a CAD file 

containing the structure information is sent to the printer controller. Correspondingly, the 

Population size of 30

Population size of 3
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controller converts the structure information into a series of layered slices, with each slice 

representing a 16-μm thick region of the designed model. Next, printer heads print a layered 

polymer structure in accordance with the received data. The extruded polymer is cured 

immediately by the ultraviolet lamps on the printer heads. After printing one layer, the 

construction stage moves down by 16 μm and another layer is deposited on top of the 

previous layer. 

Objet Eden 350 allows simultaneous printing of two types of materials from two 

different printing heads. Although only one kind of materials is required as the model 

material, the other type of removable (e.g., water soluble) support material is necessary for 

the printing process. The support material fills in any gap and prevents the polymer from 

drooping during printing. In this work, the model material is an acrylic polymer, 

VeroBlackPlus RGD875 from Stratasys Ltd. The support material is FullCure 705.  

After the whole structure is printed, the support material will be removed by high-

pressure water spray. The high-pressure water cleaner we use is POWERBLAST 

manufactured by Balco UK, as shown in Figure 3.28. The printed dielectric sample is 

gently washed by the pressured water for one hour. Without taking enough time to wash 

the sample, there will be more residual of the support material, which will lead to large loss 

and lower measured gain of the antenna. The sample is then air-dried for 24 hours before 

being measured. 
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Figure 3.28 Photo of the POWERBLAST high pressure water cleaner 

For proof-of-concept, the designed two-beam antenna is built to validate the 

proposed design methodology, as shown in Figure 3.29(a) and (b). The size of the 3D-

printed dielectric structure in black color is 40 mm × 40 mm × 4 mm. The metallic ground 

is cut from a large piece of copper sheet that is available in hardware stores. A hole of Φ=2 

mm is then drilled. A piece of steel wire with Φ=0.5 mm inserting into the SMA connector 

socket works as the monopole antenna. The SMA connector is attached to the ground with 

the pin at the center of the hole in the ground plane. A few mL Gorilla epoxy pastes around 

the SMA flange for the purpose of firm attachment. The dielectric structure is secured on 

the ground plane via two pieces of Scotch double sided tape. Figure 3.30 presents the 

measured reflection coefficients in comparison with the simulations. It is observed that the 

reflection coefficients of the simulated and measured 4.0 mm long monopole have some 

discrepancy. Two factors contribute to the discrepancy. The first factor is due to the 
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fabrication tolerance. The length of the experimental monopole is measured to be 4.1 mm, 

slightly longer than the designed 4 mm. The second factor is due to the 0.4 mm thickness 

of the ground plane. For the sake of simulation speed, PEC sheet is used in the previous 

model. The practical copper plate in the experiment introduces a metal-air-metal structure 

with 0.4 mm thickness between the SMA feed and the monopole antenna, as shown in 

Figure 3.29(c). After including these two factors in the HFSS model, the simulation results 

become more consistent with the measurement data, as shown in Figure 3.30. 

 

Figure 3.29 The two-beam antenna prototype. (a) Top view, (b) side view, and (c) 

the metal-air-metal structure between the feed and the monopole antenna.   

 

 

Figure 3.30 Comparison of the simulated and measured reflection coefficients of 

the two-beam monopole antenna. 
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Figure 3.31 Measurement schematicof the antenna radiation pattern. 

 

Figure 3.32 A Photo of the measurement setup. 

The antenna radiation pattern at the elevation angle of θ = 60° is measured at 15 

GHz. The measurement schematic is illustrated in Figure 3.31. A standard gain horn (ETS 

model 3115: maximal dimension is 280 mm) connected to a signal generator works as a 

transmitter. The AUT connected with a spectrum analyzer works as a receiver. The 

calculated far field distance at 15 GHz for the standard gain horn antenna is larger than 7.8 

meters. An experimental setting like this avoids the need for extra-long coaxial cables and 

calibration compared to using a vector network analyzer for two-port measurement 

directly. Once the radiation pattern data is obtained by rotating the AUT on the antenna 
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stand, the AUT is replaced by another standard gain horn (ATM 62-442-SF) for calibration. 

A photo of the antenna gain measurement setup is shown in Figure 3.32. It should be noted 

that the AUT is placed 60° with respect to the horizontal plane so that when the rotator is 

running, the radiation pattern at the elevation angle of θ = 60° is measured. The 

measurement results are compared with simulations in Figure 3.33. Both the co-polarized 

and cross-polarized radiation patterns agree reasonably well with simulation results, which 

clearly demonstrates two gain maxima at φ = ±60°. 

 

Figure 3.33 Measured radiation pattern vs. simulation at elevation angle of θ = 60° 

at 15 GHz. (a) co-polarization, and (b) cross-polarization. 

(a)

(b)
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This work proposes a compact and effective way to manipulate monopole antenna 

radiation patterns using dielectric loading. As a proof of concept, we studied the design of 

quarter-wavelength monopole antennas, loaded with optimized dielectric distributions 

using genetic algorithms. By changing the dielectric constant distribution around the 

monopole, one-beam and multiple-beam radiation patterns can be obtained. The dielectric 

constant distribution is accomplished by digitizing the volume surrounding the monopole 

into unit cells that are made of polymer mixed with air voids. The dielectric property of 

each unit cell is controlled by changing the polymer to air mixing ratio. This design 

methodology is compatible with the polymer jetting 3D printing technology. A two-beam 

monopole antenna prototype is realized using a polymer jetting 3D printer. The 

measurement results agree well with the simulation predictions. The proposed design and 

fabrication approaches enable another degree of freedom for antenna design, which could 

be applied to other types of antennas as well, especially if a complete 3D spatial dielectric 

property distribution is used. For instance, 3D-printed dielectrics could be loaded 

surrounding a patch antenna and control its radiation pattern. 

The insight of some interesting aspects could further improve this work. First, 

although only the radiation pattern control at the elevation angle of θ = 60°is studied in 

this work, 3D radiation pattern control should be possible if a complete 3D spatial dielectric 

distribution is implemented. Second, expanding the available dielectric property range will 

enable more control over the radiation pattern. Third, if controlling of the material 

permeability 𝜇𝑟 and the conductivity 𝜎 can be realized, more flexibilities and merits await. 

Fourth, reconfigurable beam-forming is intriguing and deserves more research. For 
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example, if liquid crystal or other tunable dielectric materials can be incorporated in the 

3D printing process, dynamic control of radiation patterns and other antenna parameters 

will be possible. 
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 Monopoles Loaded with 3D-Printed Dielectrics for Future 

Wireless Intra-Chip Communications 

In this chapter, we propose a novel antenna design enabled by 3D printing 

technology for future wireless intra-chip interconnects with applications to multicore 

architectures and system-on-chips (SoCs). In our proposed design we use vertical quarter-

wavelength monopoles at 160 GHz on a ground plane to avoid low antenna radiation 

efficiency caused by the silicon substrate. The monopoles are surrounded by a specially-

designed dielectric property distribution. This additional degree of freedom in design 

enabled by 3D printing technology is used to tailor antenna radiation patterns. As a result, 

the desired wireless link is enhanced and the undesired spatial crosstalk is reduced. 

Simulation results show that the proposed dielectric loading approach improves the desired 

link gain by 8-15 dB and reduces the crosstalk by 9-23 dB from 155 GHz to 165 GHz. As 

a proof-of-concept, a 60 GHz prototype is designed, fabricated and characterized. Our 

measurements match the simulation results and demonstrate 10-18 dB improvement of the 

desired link gain and 10-30 dB reduction in the crosstalk from 55 GHz to 61 GHz. The 

demonstrated path loss of the desired link at a distance of 17 mm is only 15 dB, which is 

over 10 dB better than the previously reported work [116].   

 

The continuing reduction in CMOS feature size has resulted in sub-10 nm (Intel 

just announced a 7-nm fab in Phoenix, Arizona [117]) which will allow integration of kilo-

core (1000 cores) processors in future multicore chips. However, as the width of traditional 

on-chip RC line interconnects also scales down, extreme-scaling continues to pose a 
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significant performance challenge for traditional on-chip interconnects: Narrower metal 

interconnects are plagued with larger intrinsic R-C delay and losses due to higher resistive 

and capacitive parasitics [59]–[61]. Moreover, as the core counts keep increasing, 

traditional wired network-on-chip (NoC) solutions, which used to provide the required 

connectivity in multicore architectures, face increased latency and power consumption [62]. 

Therefore, kilo-core on-chip interconnects are a very critical design challenge for scaling 

these architectures [59]–[61], [63], [64]. 

Wireless interconnects have been proposed as a promising complementary 

alternative to the traditional metallic-based RC line interconnects. Wireless links rely on 

electromagnetic waves propagating at the speed of light, which avoid the performance 

degradation, especially latency, caused by the traditional RC line interconnect scaling.  

Further, wireless links can provide cost-effective long-range and high-bandwidth direct 

links between distant cores, thus circumventing multi-hop latencies [62]. Consequently, 

Wireless NoCs (WiNoCs) are a promising alternative to cope with both latency and power 

efficiency concerns of future multicore architectures [65]–[67].   

The design of on-chip antennas is one of the biggest challenges for wireless 

interconnects [68] due to the following two reasons. First, the CMOS substrate, i.e., the 

silicon substrate, has a low resistivity (thus high loss) and a high dielectric constant [69]. 

When frequency reaches tens of GHz, silicon substrate attracts and confines most of the 

electromagnetic energy, making the antenna radiation efficiency thus gain very low [70], 

[71]. For example, in [72], 15 GHz on-chip transmitters, receivers and zig-zag antennas 

have been demonstrated. The intra-chip communication performance, however, is limited, 

mainly because of the inadequate gain of the antennas. At 15 GHz, the antenna pair suffer 
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a high transmission loss of -45 dB for a mere 3.2-mm separation [72]. Second, even without 

the impact from the silicon substrate, large path loss and undesired crosstalk between 

antennas may significantly limit the WiNoC performance. 

 To reduce the impact on on-chip antennas from the silicon substrate, a number of 

technologies have been proposed. In [73], a CMOS on-chip slot antenna at 140 GHz backed 

with an extremely thin cavity formed by two CMOS inner metal layers and vias in between 

is proposed. The cavity protects the electromagnetic energy from being absorbed by the 

substrate thus enhances the radiation efficiency of the slot antenna. However, the 

bandwidth of the antenna is only 5 GHz, which is mainly caused by the cavity’s flatness. 

In [74], a high dielectric constant (εr=38) rectangular dielectric resonator excited by an H-

slot antenna is achieved based on the IBM SiGe5AM process. The gain of this antenna is 

1 dBi at 35 GHz. However, the radiation is mainly towards the vertical direction, making 

it less attractive for intra-chip communication that requires horizontal communication.  

In this work, we propose to use vertical quarter-wavelength monopoles on a ground 

plane at 160 GHz for wireless intra-chip interconnects. The ground plane separates the 

silicon substrate from the antenna, eliminating the substrate effects and enhancing radiation 

efficiency. More importantly, well-designed artificial dielectrics surrounding the 

monopoles enabled by 3D printing technology are employed to enhance the performance 

of desired wireless links and reduce undesired cross-talk. The resulting antenna design 

leads to a more power-efficient and less interference-prone wireless interconnects. We 

conduct both a full-wave 3-D electromagnetic simulation and a proof-of-concept 

experimental design study to validate the proposed approach. To the best of our knowledge, 
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this is the first work that proposes the use of 3-D printing technology for designing high-

performance antennas for wireless interconnects for multicore architectures.  

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents the NoC architecture, 

which utilizes wireless interconnect for long range intra-chip interconnects. Section 4.3 

explores the dielectric loading method for the vertical monopoles at 160 GHz as intra-chip 

wireless interconnects; next, the design of a prototype at 60 GHz for the experimental 

validation is presented. Section 4.4 presents the fabrication and measurement results, which 

demonstrate good agreement with the simulation results. Section 4.5 provides a detailed 

discussion centered on the latency comparison of the proposed wireless interconnects and 

traditional RC line interconnects. Finally, Section 4.6 concludes the chapter. 

 

The antenna structures proposed are for a novel Optical-Wireless NoC (OWN) 

architecture for kilo-core computing that utilizes both optical and wireless interconnects  

[118]. Wireless interconnects reduce the hop count between the optically connected 

clusters, leading to improved performance and more efficient utilization of the finite 

wireless bandwidth. Our previous results indicate that OWN architecture consumes 

30.36% less energy, and improves throughput by 8% over wireless-alone architectures and 

obtains 35.5% less area than optical-alone architectures  [118] . 

The OWN architecture is a tile-based architecture with each tile consisting of four 

processing cores and their private L1 instruction and data caches, a shared L2 cache and a 

network interface or router. Each tile is located within a cluster, which consists of 16 such 

tiles (64 cores), as shown in Figure 4.1. Four clusters form 256-core OWN architecture, 

which has an area of about 20 × 20 mm2 (note that the designs shown in this work can be 
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scaled to other chip sizes such as 50 × 50 mm2). Intra-cluster communication is 

implemented using optical interconnects whereas inter-cluster communication is facilitated 

using 16 wireless links operating within 20 GHz bands, between 60 and 380 GHz. 

To facilitate inter-cluster communication, we propose to use wireless routers N1 – 

N8 and C1-C4 as illustrated in Figure 4.1. Wireless router N1 (top-left cluster) 

communicates with N2 (top-right cluster); wireless router N3 (top-left cluster) 

communicates with wireless router N4 (bottom-left cluster) and so on. Therefore, wireless 

routers N1-N8 enable neighboring inter-cluster communication. Wireless routers C1 (top-

left cluster) communicates diagonally with C3 (bottom-right cluster) and C2 communicates 

with C4. That is to say, corner-to-corner (C2C) wireless links (i.e. C1-to-C3 and C2-to-C4) 

are desired, whereas edge-to-edge (E2E) wireless links (i.e. C1-to-C2, C2-to-C3, C3-to-

C4, and C4-to-C1) are deemed undesired crosstalk/inference. This work focuses on 

providing antenna solutions for wireless router C1-C4, which are at the vertices of a 14 × 

14 mm2 square. The antennas work at 160 GHz, which act as one frequency channel for 

the OWN architecture. Under the assumption of Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) 

modulation that allows up to 2 bits/s/Hz spectral efficiency, 8 GHz frequency bandwidth 

is expected for the antennas so that 16 Gbps throughput is possible for the channel.   
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Figure 4.1 256-Core OWN architecture. Routers with the same color 

communicate with each other. 

 

 160 GHz Antenna Design for Intra-chip Interconnects 

In this section we preset the design of the vertical quarter-wavelength antennas 

operating at 160 GHz. In this case, the ground plane helps eliminate the impact from the 

lossy silicon substrate. Such advantage is verified using a HFSS simulation with the model 

shown in Figure 4.2(a). A monopole antenna (PEC) of λ0/4 length and 0.1 mm diameter 

stands at the center of a 6 × 6 mm2 ground plane (PEC). Beneath the ground plane is a 290 

𝜇m thick silicon substrate (εr = 11.9, 𝜇r = 1, and ρ=10 Ω∙cm; standard 0.18-m CMOS 

process substrate thickness). The simulation shows that the antenna has a gain of 5.1 dBi 

at 160 GHz, as illustrated in Figure 4.2(b), which is the same as the theoretical gain of a 
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quarter-wavelength monopole. Compared with previously reported on-chip zig-zag dipoles 

that have -8 to -10.5 dBi gain [70], the monopole antenna is free from the impact of the 

substrate effect and achieves much higher gain. 

 

Figure 4.2  (a) The HFSS model of a quarter-wavelength monopole antenna on a 

finite ground (6 × 6 mm2). The blue part is the 290 𝜇m thick silicon substrate with εr 

= 11.9, 𝜇r = 1, and ρ = 10 Ω∙cm. (b) The radiation pattern of the monopole antenna at 

160 GHz. 

As illustrated in Figure 4.1, the wireless routers are at the vertices of a 14 × 14 mm2 

square. An HFSS model corresponding to the wireless NoC is setup as illustrated in Figure 

4.3(a). The four monopoles are located at the vertices of a 14×14 mm2 square. Each 

monopole is λ0/4 (0.47 mm) long at 160 GHz with a diameter of 0.1 mm. The ground size 

is 20 × 20 mm2. The silicon substrate has little impact on the antenna performance, as 

shown in the single monopole example in Figure 4.3(a). Therefore, the substrate is not 

included in the model for the sake of computational efficiency. The simulation results are 

shown in Figure 4.3(b). It is observed that S13 is smaller than S12, which is due to the larger 

distance between Antenna 1 and Antenna 3. Next, a 20 × 20 mm2 metallic cover is placed 

0.6 mm above the ground plane to help confine radiation in the horizontal plane, as shown 

in Figure 4.3(c). It can be observed in Figure 4.3(d) that about 10 dB improvement is 

achieved for both C2C and E2E wireless link gain.  
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Figure 4.3  (a) The HFSS model of four quarter-wavelength monopole antennas on a 

finite ground (20 × 20 mm2). (b) The S-parameters of the monopole antennas in Figure 

4.3(a). (c) The HFSS model of four quarter-wavelength monopole antennas with a 

metallic cover 0.6 mm above the ground plane. The metallic cover could be included 

in the package of the silicon die. (d) The S-parameters of monopole antennas with and 

without the metallic cover. 

It is noted that for a desired C2C wireless link of the OWN architecture, E2E links 

may be regarded as crosstalk leading to interference and inefficiency. To enhance the 

desired links and suppress crosstalk, dielectric loading technique based on 3D printing 

technology can be utilized [119]. The space surrounding the monopoles (between the 

metallic cover and ground) is digitized into ideal dielectric blocks, i.e., unit cells with 

distinct dielectric constant, εr, as illustrated in Figure 4.4(a). The inhomogeneity around 

the monopoles is utilized to control the propagation of EM wave between the metallic cover 

and ground, which in turn enhances the desired links and suppresses crosstalk. 
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Figure 4.4  (a) The HFSS model of four quarter-wavelength monopoles on finite 

ground with both metallic cover and unit cells (ideal dielectric blocks) with assigned 

distinct εr. (b) The symmetry used in the εr distribution to reduce optimization 

parameters by a factor of eight; the symmetry is with respect to the x-axis, y-axis and 

the diagonals. (c) The εr distribution surrounding the 160 GHz monopoles. The white 

crosses indicate the location of the monopoles. The S parameters comparison of 

monopoles only, monopoles with metallic cover and monopoles with both metallic 

cover and dielectric loading: (d) S11; (e) S12; (f) S13. 
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For the 160 GHz antennas, each monopole is 0.36 mm long (slightly less than ¼ 

λ0) so that the resonance is in the 155-165 GHz range with the loaded dielectric. The 

dielectric loading space is discretized into 20 × 20 identical blocks, whose dimensions are 

1 × 1 × 0.6 mm3. The εr of each block can be any value from 1.6 to 2.6 with a 0.25 

increment. By optimizing the εr spatial distribution with genetic algorithm (GA), the goal 

of enhancing C2C antenna communication and reducing E2E antenna communication can 

be achieved in the targeting frequency range of 155-165 GHz. It should be noted that the 

relatively small εr range is chosen to restrict the optimization parameter space thus simplify 

the optimization problem. 

MATLAB based GA code (Appendix A.3.1) is utilized to control ANSYS HFSS 

for optimization of the εr distribution. To reduce the optimization parameters by a factor of 

eight, a symmetry of the εr distribution with respect to the x-axis, y-axis and the diagonals 

as illustrated in Figure 4.4(b) is applied. It should be noted that the E2E links are S12 = S14 

= S23 = S34 and the C2C links are S13 = S24 under this symmetry. The GA optimization is 

defined as follows: 

 Objective function: fitness value as large as possible (stop the optimization 

process when there is no significant improvement, e.g., Δfitness<0.3 after tens of 

generations) 

 Fitness function: fitness=[S13(f)-S12(f)], where f∈[155 GHz, 165 GHz];   

 Constraints: a εr range of 1.6-2.6 with a discretization of 0.1   

 Crossover probability and method: 100%; one-point crossover 

 Mutation probability: 0.1 

 Mutation type: generating a random εr 
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A population size of 3 is used in the GA for efficient and parallel simulations. For 

a computer with 2 Intel Xeon X5570 @2.93 GHz processor and 32 GB RAM, running 3 

HFSS simulation simultaneously takes about two hours to finish the simulation of one 

generation (3 individuals). Although GA usually works well when the population size is 

large, we are able to achieve the desired results because the range of εr is not large. The 

optimized εr distribution is illustrated in Figure 4.4(c). The optimization results are shown 

in Figure 4.4(d)-(f). It is obvious that the optimized inhomogeneous dielectric distribution 

improves S13 (desired link) by 8-15 dB compared to the antennas with only metallic cover. 

Moreover, it suppresses S12 (undesired crosstalk) by 9-23 dB. Consequently, the loaded 

dielectrics help boost the wireless link efficiency and reduce interference. 

 60 GHz Antenna Prototype 

As a proof-of-concept, an antenna prototype working at 60 GHz is designed and 

fabricated. The 20 × 20 mm2 metallic cover is placed 1.25 mm above the ground. Four 

monopoles are located at the vertices of a 12 × 12 mm2 square. The monopoles are 1 mm 

long, which is slightly less than λ0/4 at 60 GHz. The diameter of the monopole is 0.23 mm. 

The monopoles are surrounded by 18 × 18 ideal dielectric blocks (i.e., unit cells) that have 

a size of 1 × 1 × 1.25 mm3, corresponding to 0.2𝜆0 at 15 GHz, which is a good compromise 

of effective medium approximation and printing accuracy. The εr of the unit cell range is 

1.2 - 2.6 with a 0.1 discretization step, which can be conveniently implemented using a 3D 

printing technique reported previously [20]. 
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Figure 4.5 (a) The symmetry used in the εr distribution to reduce optimization 

parameters by a factor of four. The symmetry is with respect to the x and y-axes. (b) 

The εr distribution surrounding the 60 GHz monopoles. The white crosses show the 

location of the monopoles. (c) The unit cell structure of the designed dielectric 

distribution. (d) The effective dielectric constant of unit cells with different polymer 

cube size based on analytical calculation and HFSS simulation. 

 

Figure 4.6  The HFSS model of the 60 GHz antenna prototype showing the 3D-

printed polymer and monopoles. 
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GA is used to optimize the dielectric constant distribution surrounding the 

monopoles. A symmetry of the εr distribution with respect to x and y axes as illustrated in 

Figure 4.5(a) is used in the simulation such that S13 = S24, S12 = S34, and S14 = S23, which 

reduces the optimization parameters by a factor of four. The GA optimization is defined 

similarly to the 160 GHz optimization except for the following: 

 Fitness function: fitness=[S13(f)-max(S12(f), S14(f))], where f∈[55 GHz, 61 GHz];   

 Constraints: a εr range of 1.1-2.6 with a discretization of 0.1   

The optimized εr distribution is illustrated in Figure 4.5(b).  

Once the spatial εr distribution surrounding the monopoles is designed, they are 

realized by 3D-printed unit cell structures based on effective medium approximation. The 

cubic unit cell structure is shown in Figure 4.5(c). With a size of 1 × 1 × 1.25 mm3, it 

consists of the 3D-printed polymer (dark blue part; εr = 2.7 and tanδ = 0.02 [20]) and air 

voids (εr = 1). The 3D-printed polymer structure includes 6 pillars and a variable polymer 

cube with edge size b. The pillars in the x and y directions are to mechanically connect each 

neighboring unit cells. The z direction pillar is to offer mechanical support for the top 

metallic cover. The cross section of the pillars is 0.22 × 0.22 mm2 so that they are small 

enough to avoid impacting much the effective dielectric property control while providing 

adequate mechanical strength for the structure. By changing b, or the filling ratio of the 

polymer material in the unit cell (i.e., mixing polymer and air at different ratios), effective 

εr from 1 to 2.7 can be obtained. The approximated permittivity of a unit cell is calculated 

by analytical effective medium approximation based on the method in the Bruggeman 

mixing formula in Section 2.3. Next, based on the method in Section 2.5, the calculated 

effective permittivity is verified by finite-element simulations using HFSS software. Figure 
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4.5(d) plots the effective relative permittivity extracted from the S-parameters of HFSS 

simulation and calculated from the filling ratio equation, with respect to the filling ratio f. 

It should be noted that the unit cell simulation assumes incident plane wave with E field in 

the z direction propagating in the –x direction, as illustrated in Figure 4.5(c). Due to the 

symmetry of the unit cell structure in the x and y directions, the unit cell’s effective 

dielectric constant (εeff) should be the same in the x and y directions. The z dimension is 

1.25 mm, which is different from the x or y dimension - 1 mm. Therefore, modes with E 

field perpendicular to the z direction will see a different effective dielectric constant. 

Nevertheless, if we consider the structure as a parallel plate waveguide, the lowest cutoff 

frequency for TM or TE modes is 120 GHz and thereby only TEM wave can propagate. 

To verify it, the vector E field in the xoz plane at 60 GHz is shown in Figure 4.7. It is 

obvious that the TEM wave, which has the E field in parallel with the z direction, dominates 

the region. Consequently, the unit cell structure and the simulation are valid for the E field 

distribution in our application.  Once the unit cell designs are completed, the entire 3D-

printable antenna system is modeled in HFSS as illustrated in Figure 4.6.  

 

Figure 4.7  The simulated vector E field between the metallic cover and ground on 

the xoz plane at 60 GHz (the dielectric structure is hidden to better illustrate the field 

distribution). 

The optimized results are shown in Figure 4.8(a)-(f), in which three cases are 

compared: the no loading case where there is no dielectric loading around antennas, e.g., 

Figure 4.3(c); the ideal dielectric blocks loading case where the antennas are surrounded 
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by the unit cells assigned by the desired dielectric constant, i.e., Figure 4.4(a); the 3D-

printed polymer loading case where the antennas are surrounded by the entire printed 

dielectric structure including dielectric polymer and pillars, i.e. Figure 4.6. Figure 4.8(a) 

shows that the reflection coefficients are below -10 dB for all three cases. It is observed in 

Figure 4.8(b) that the loaded dielectric boosts S13 by 10-18 dB from 55 GHz to 61 GHz. 

The undesired cross talk, S21 and S14, are attenuated by 10-30 dB as shown in Figure 4.8(c) 

and (d). Figure 4.8(e) shows that the figure of merit (FoM) = (S13 - S12) is 10-20 dB from 

55 GHz to 61 GHz, in comparison with -10 to -3 dB of the no loading case as shown in 

Figure 4.8(f). Good agreement between the ideal dielectric blocks model, i.e., Figure 

4.4(a), and the 3D-printed polymer model, i.e., Figure 4.6, can also be observed. The 

simulated E field distribution (complex magnitude) 0.5 mm above the ground plane at 60 

GHz is shown in Figure 4.9. When antenna 1 is excited, electromagnetic energy focus 

towards antenna 3 thus the C2C link is improved and E2E links are reduced. Cross-pol 

levels are negligible between the metallic cover and ground plane. Figure 4.10 shows the 

surface current distribution (complex magnitude) on the ground plane at 60 GHz. It is 

obvious that the current concentrates on the diagonal path. 
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Figure 4.8 The S-parameters comparison of the no loading (e.g., Figure 4.3(c)), the 

ideal dielectric blocks loading (e.g., Figure 4.4(a)), and the 3D-printed polymer 

loading cases (e.g., Figure 4.6).  (a) S11; (b) S13; (c) S21; (d) S14; (e) The S-parameters 

of the monopoles loaded with ideal dielectric blocks. (f) The S-parameters of the no 

loading case. 
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Figure 4.9 The simulated E field (complex magnitude) distribution 0.5 mm above 

the ground plane when antenna 1 is excited at 60 GHz. The little red dots are the 

locations of antennas. The figure shows that directional propagation is achieved 

between antenna 1 and antenna 3. 

 

Figure 4.10 The simulated surface current distribution (complex magnitude) on the 

ground plane. The yellow, half-transparent square shows the location of the metallic 

cover. The little red dots are the locations of antennas. The figure shows that 

directional propagation is achieved between antenna 1 and antenna 3. 
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 Fabrication 

The conductor part of the antenna prototype (monopoles) is fabricated by precision 

machining. The monopoles are coaxially fed by 1.85 mm (V) connectors through holes in 

the ground plane. Four holes (Φ = 0.51 mm) are drilled at the center zone of a piece of 

copper sheet (152.4 × 152.4 mm2; 0.4 mm thick).  Four V-connectors accepting 0.23 mm 

diameter pins are utilized for antenna feeding. Pins with a diameter Φ = 0.23 mm are 

inserted into the connector sockets and carefully soldered to fixate the pins into the sockets, 

as shown in Figure 4.11(a). Next, the V-connectors are attached to the ground via silver 

epoxy and non-conductive adhesive for electrical and mechanical connection, during which 

metallic tubes (Φin = 0.254 mm and Φout = 0.45 mm) are set in between the pins and holes 

to help put the pins at the centers of the holes, as illustrated in Figure 4.11(b).  Afterward, 

the tubes are removed and pin trimming is performed to obtain 1 mm long monopoles. The 

final fabricated monopoles are shown in Figure 4.11(c).  

Additive manufacturing (AM), or 3D printing technique, is utilized to fabricate the 

dielectric blocks surrounding the monopoles. AM enables low cost and rapid prototyping 

of arbitrary 3D structures. Multiple applications in electromagnetics have been reported 

involving different types of AM methods [115]. In this work, the 3D polymer jetting 

technique is employed to implement the proposed design. Previously demonstrated 

electromagnetic components include electromagnetic bandgap structures [21], Terahertz 

(THz) electromagnetic crystal horn antennas [24], THz waveguides [47], holograms [22], 

Luneburg lens antennas [20] and dielectric reflectarray antennas [48]. 
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A commercial polymer jetting 3D printer, Objet Eden 350, is utilized to fabricate 

the dielectric part. The resolution is as fine as 84 𝜇m × 42 𝜇m × 16 𝜇m. The printing process 

is as follows. First, the structure information is sent to the printer controller in a CAD file. 

Next, the controller converts the structure information into a series of 16 𝜇m thick layered 

slices. The layer information is then sent to the printer. According to the received data, 

printer heads print a layered polymer structure. The jetted polymer is cured immediately 

by the ultraviolet lamps on the printer heads. In a layer-by-layer fashion from bottom to 

top, a 3D structure is finally produced. Eden 350 allows simultaneous printing of two types 

of materials conveniently, in this work, specifically, the 3D-printed polymer material 

(VeroBlackPlus RGD875) and the support material (FullCure 705). The support material 

fills in any gap and prevents the polymer from drooping during printing. Once the entire 

structure is printed, the support material can be removed easily by high-pressure water 

spray. Figure 4.12(a) shows the 3D-printed polymer structure. The complete antenna 

prototype with the metallic cover is shown in Figure 4.12(b). 

 

Figure 4.11 (a) The V-connector with the pin soldered. (b) The pin is inserted into 

the tube, which acts as a positioner during connectors’ attachment to the ground to 

make sure that the pins are at the center of the holes. (c) The fabricated four 

monopoles on the ground plane.  
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Figure 4.12  (a) The four monopoles (indicated by the red squares) with the 3D-

printed polymer surrounding. (b) The final antenna structure with the metallic cover. 

The ground is 152.4 × 152.4 mm2 and 0.4 mm thick. The dielectric is 18 × 18 × 1.25 

mm3. The four monopoles are at vertices of a 12 × 12 mm2 square. The top metallic 

cover is 20 × 20 × 0.4 mm3. 

 

Figure 4.13  The measured reflection coefficients of the monopoles only case in 

comparison with simulation results of 1-mm long monopoles. 

 

(a) (b)

20mm

(c)

12mm
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Figure 4.14  The measured reflection coefficients of the monopoles (with metallic 

cover and dielectric loading) with simulation results of 1-mm long monopoles (with 

metallic cover and dielectric loading). 

 

 

Figure 4.15 The measured reflection coefficient of the monopoles only case in 

comparison with the simulation results of 1.16 mm-long monopoles. 
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Figure 4.16  The measured reflection coefficients of the monopoles (with metallic 

cover and dielectric loading) with simulation results of 1.16-mm long monopoles (with 

metallic cover and dielectric loading). 

 Measurement Results 

The measured S11 of the monopoles only case is illustrated in Figure 4.13. Figure 

4.14 shows the measured S11 of the monopoles with the metallic cover and dielectric 

loading. For both cases, it is observed that the measured resonance frequencies are lower 

than those of simulation. This is due to the extra length of the monopoles as a result of 

fabrication inaccuracies. It is discovered that the measurement results are closest to the 

simulation results of 1.16-mm-long monopoles, as demonstrated in Figure 4.15 and Figure 

4.16. S12, S34, S14, S32, S31 and S24 are then measured and compared with the 1.16-mm-long 

monopole simulation results, both with and without the dielectric loading and the metallic 
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cover, as depicted in Figure 4.17. In general, good agreement between the measurement 

and simulation results is observed. The discrepancies, especially the resonant frequency 

shift for S14 and S32 in Figure 4.17(c) and (d), are likely due to fabrication inaccuracies. 

Moreover, Figure 4.17(e) and (f) show that transmission loss as small as 15 dB is achieved 

at 60 GHz at a distance of 17 mm in experiment, in comparison with 22.2 dB calculated by 

the Friis transmission equation for 60 GHz monopoles and the reported 25 dB at 60 GHz 

at a distance of 15 mm in [116] using zig-zag antennas. The experiment results have 

substantiated previous analysis and demonstrated the improvement in the desired links and 

suppression in crosstalk from 55- 61 GHz. 

 

Electromagnetic wave has slower propagating velocity in dielectrics than in air. 

Therefore, more time delay is expected for antennas surrounded by dielectrics compared 

with those in air. In this section, a quantitative comparison of the delay between the 

traditional RC line interconnects and the dielectric loaded antennas is performed. 

The larger time delay in traditional IC interconnect is due to the increased resistance 

as a result of interconnect scaling. A study of the interconnect delay has been reported in 

[60]. Taking 1 mm path as an example, the RC delay is ~80 ps for the 500 nm process 

(heavily doped silicon); for the 35 nm process (Cu, low k), about 250 ps delay is 

experienced. In comparison, the maximum delay for the wireless interconnect based on the 

proposed method is only 𝜏 =
𝑙√𝜀𝑟

𝑐
= 5.5 𝑝𝑠  where l = 1mm is the distance between 

antennas, c is the speed of light, and 휀𝑟 = 2.7 is the maximum possible dielectric constant 

of the dielectric loading. That is to say, for 1 mm distance, the wireless interconnect will 
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be 50 times faster than the RC line interconnect for the 35 nm process. Moreover, the RC 

delay is proportional to the square of the distance [60]. In comparison, the wireless 

interconnect experiences delay proportional to the distance. Therefore, for larger distance, 

e.g., 17 mm communications, the wireless interconnect with loaded dielectric features 

about 850 times less delay compared to the RC line interconnect. In conclusion, the 

wireless interconnect with loaded dielectric is advantageous with significantly reduced 

time delay. 

Besides, the loaded dielectric alone without the metallic cover can boost the desired 

antenna links and suppress crosstalk. Optimization of the εr distribution for antennas 

without metallic cover is performed at 60 GHz. In total 20 × 20 unit cells are used with a 

symmetry setting as illustrated in Figure 4.4(b). The εr of each block can be any value from 

1.6 to 2.6 with 0.25 increment. All other parameters are the same as that of the metallic-

covered 60 GHz optimization. The simulation results are shown in Figure 4.18(a) and (b). 

The loaded dielectric helps increase the figure of merit, FOM = (S13 - S12), from -7 dB to 5 

dB in the frequency range of 55-61 GHz. The loaded dielectric constant distribution is 

illustrated in Figure 4.19. In conclusion, this novel antenna design method is also feasible 

when the metallic cover is not available. 

Some interesting aspects of this work will worth further investigations. First, 

experimental validation of monopole antennas on chip are desired. One possible method is 

the direct ink writing of 3D metal structure [120]. Second, this work may lend itself to 

reconfigurable wireless interconnect if a tunable dielectric material is available for loading 

and dynamic control. 
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Figure 4.17  The measured S-parameters of the fabricated monopoles in 

comparison with the simulation, with and without dielectric loading or metallic cover. 

(a) S12; (b) S34; (c) S14; (d) S32; (e) S31; (f) S24. 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)
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Figure 4.18  The S-parameters comparison of the finite ground 60 GHz antenna 

with and without dielectric loading. (a) S11; (b) S12 and S13. 

 

Figure 4.19 The εr distribution around 60 GHz monopoles without metallic cover. 

The white crosses show the location of the monopoles. 

 

It has been demonstrated that we can increase the desired wireless link gain and 

suppress the undesired link gain by controlling the dielectric constant distribution around 

intra-chip monopoles. The current fabrication method, 3D printing, although features fast 

and low-cost fabrication, does not allow the wireless links’ dynamic control 

(reconfigurability), which can potentially improve the performance of the intra-chip 

(a) (b)
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wireless network. In this subsection, possible methods to realize dynamic control of the 

wireless link gain are investigated.  

Ferroelectric material has been used in RF circuits for its tunability of dielectric 

constant under different bias voltage [121]. The application is mostly thin films in RF 

circuits because very high E field strength is required to achieve the tenability (typically 

10-20 kV/cm [121], [122]). Therefore, for 1-mm long monopoles, the ferroelectric material 

is not suitable for agile dielectric loading because such high voltage is almost impossible 

on a silicon chip.  

Liquid crystal is a promising dielectric material for the reconfigurable intra-chip 

wireless communication. It demonstrates good material properties in terms of tunability 

and losses for frequencies up to 4 THz [123], [124]. Liquid crystal has been used in the 

voltage-tunable dielectric layer [125]–[127] and the voltage-tunable reflectarrays [128], 

[129]. Current liquid crystal can tune the dielectric constant in the range of 2.4-3.2 (GT3-

23001 [123]). It is demonstrated in [130] that the full tunability can be achieved by 

adjusting the voltage between 0-20 V across a 0.762 mm thick liquid crystal (25 GHz to 

28 GHz). For the antenna prototype in this chapter, a distance of 1.25 mm is required. 

Therefore, a voltage between 0-30V should be able to offer the same E field strength as 

that in [130] so that a full εr range can be experimentally achieved. 

 Simulation 

With the help of liquid crystal, we may experimentally demonstrate a 

reconfigurable intra-chip antenna system. To demonstrate the idea, an ANSYS HFSS 

model is designed as shown in Figure 4.20. Similar to Figure 4.4(a), there are four quarter-

wavelength monopoles (1-mm long; 0.25-mm diameter) on top of the ground (20 × 20 
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mm2). The monopoles are surrounded by 20 × 20 unit cells that have their individual 

dielectric constants. The dielectric constants can be any value from 2.4 to 3.2 with a 0.05 

increment. Each unit cell is 1 × 1 × 1.25 mm3 as illustrated in Figure 4.21. Instead of using 

a metallic cover as in Figure 4.4(a), 20 × 20 small patches are used as shown in Figure 

4.21. On the one hand, the patches together function as the metallic cover in Figure 4.4(a). 

On the other hand, those small patches allow individual voltage potentials in terms of the 

ground reference. Consequently, the dielectric constant of each unit cell can be individually 

tuned. The patch size is 0.8 × 0.8 mm2. The patches can be fabricated on the printed circuit 

board that allows 0.2 mm gap size (1/25 wavelength at 60 GHz).  

 

Figure 4.20 HFSS model for the reconfigurable intra-chip antennas.  

Monopoles

Zoom in

Ground 

plane
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Figure 4.21 A zoom-in view of the HFSS model showing the metallic patch and 

liquid crystal material. 

Next, the GA optimization is defined similarly to the 60 GHz optimization except 

for the following: 

 Fitness function: fitness=[S12(f)-S14(f)], where f∈[55 GHz, 61 GHz];   

 Constraints: a εr range of 2.4-3.2 with a discretization of 0.05 

  The optimization result is shown in Figure 4.22. It is obvious that S12 is at least 4 dB higher 

than S14 from 55 GHz to 61 GHz. The required εr distribution is shown in Figure 4.23. Due 

to the symmetry of the εr distribution in Figure 4.5(a), S14 can switch value with S12 simply 

by rotating the εr distribution by 90°. As the εr distribution is controlled by DC voltages, a 

simple controlling DC voltage matrix rotation can realize such a dynamic change. 

Consequently, a reconfigurable antenna system prototype for the intra-chip wireless 

interconnects is obtained.  

Metallic Patch

Liquid 

crystal

1.25 mm

1 mm

1 mm
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Figure 4.22 Optimized S-parameter results of the antennas model based on liquid 

crystal.   

 

Figure 4.23 The εr distribution to achieve the results in Figure 4.22. 
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 Discussion 

 

Figure 4.24 An idea of the 3D-printed container (cross-section view). 

The experiment will be different from the simulation in several ways. First, a liquid 

crystal holder is required during the experiment. A 3D-printed box with an inner dimension 

20 × 20 × 1.25 mm3 can be used. It should also be noted that the container should be 

compatible with the four monopoles.  An idea of the 3D-printed container is shown in 

Figure 4.24. Second, In situ optimization of DC voltage distribution during measurement 

should be carried because the mapping between the voltage and the effective εr is not 

available. 

The liquid crystal material has two limitations for the reconfigurable intra-chip 

antenna application. First, the currently available εr range is limited. Our optimization 

shows that the current εr range (2.4-3.2) cannot achieve a goal like maximizing fitness = 

[max(S12(f), S14(f))- S13(f)]. Liquid crystal material with a wider εr range that can cover εr 

from 1.5 to 2 will unlock many more possibilities for the reconfigurable intra-chip antenna 

system. Second, the tuning speed is limited for fast-reconfigurability. The tuning speed of 

the liquid crystal is on the order of milliseconds [131]. The shortest transition time of 50-

30 ns has also been reported in [132], but it requires an E field strength of 1 × 105 V/cm.  
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Vertical quarter-wavelength monopoles surrounded by optimized dielectric 

distribution are proposed for future intra-chip wireless interconnects. As an example, the 

dielectric constant distribution surrounding four 160-GHz monopoles is optimized by 

genetic algorithm to improve the desired wireless link and suppress crosstalk. The 

simulation shows that the desired link is improved by 8-15 dB and the crosstalk is reduced 

by 9-23 dB from 155 GHz to 165 GHz with our design. As an experimental proof-of-

concept, a 60 GHz prototype is designed, fabricated and measured. The 3D printing 

technology is utilized to realize the designed εr distribution based on effective medium 

approximation. The measurement results agree well with the simulation results, which 

demonstrate 10 - 18 dB improvement in the desired links and 10 - 30 dB reduction in 

crosstalk from 55 to 61 GHz. The transmission loss as small as 15 dB is achieved at 60 

GHz at a distance of 15 mm in the experiment, in comparison with 22.2 dB calculated by 

the Friis transmission equation for 60 GHz monopoles and the reported 25 dB at 60 GHz 

at a distance of 15 mm in [116] using zig-zag antennas. Moreover, with the help of liquid 

crystal material, dynamic control of the wireless link gain thereby reconfigurable intra-chip 

wireless interconnects are possible. 
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 Wave-bending Structure enabled by 3D Printing 

Technology 

Three-D printing technologies enable metamaterials of complex structures with 

arbitrary inhomogeneity. In this chapter, a 90° wave-bending structure at Ka-band (26.5-

40 GHz) based on 3D-printed metamaterial is designed, fabricated and measured. The 

wave-bending effect is realized through a spatial distribution of varied effective dielectric 

constants. Based on the effective medium theory, different effective dielectric constants 

are accomplished by special, 3D-printable unit cells, which allow different ratios of 

dielectric to air at the unit cell level. In contrast to traditional, metallic-structure-included 

metamaterial designs, the reported wave-bending structure here is all dielectric and 

implemented by the polymer-jetting technique, which features rapid, low-cost and 

convenient prototyping. Both simulation and experiment results demonstrate the 

effectiveness of the wave-bending structure. 

 

Manipulating electromagnetic (EM) wave propagation has attracted researchers’ 

attention because of many exciting potential applications. For instance, Luneburg lens has 

a focal point for an incident wave from the opposite side, which lends itself to microwave 

direction of arrival estimation [75]. Frequency selective surfaces [76] act as band-pass 

filters or band-stop filters for propagating EM wave and find applications in suppressing 

the impact of out-of-band energy. Moreover, EM cloak design is vastly intriguing for 

concealing an object from detection by EM waves [77]. 
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Transformation optics (TO), which utilizes metamaterials to achieve EM wave 

manipulation, has been extensively investigated [78]–[80]. However, TO is plagued by its 

magnetic and anisotropic material requirement [81], [82], which is difficult to achieve in 

experiment. Fortunately, a coordinate mapping within the restricted geometry can 

transform the anisotropic condition to isotropic or quasi-isotropic condition. Several 

algorithms to achieve such coordinate mapping of TO have been proposed [77], [83]. But 

it often requires complicated optimization. 

Apart from TO, geometrical optics (GO) has been investigated to control EM wave 

propagation. The advantage of GO is that it needs nonmagnetic and isotropic materials 

rather than magnetic and anisotropic materials [84]. Therefore, GO-based structures are 

easier to realize compared to TO-based structures. GO requires inhomogeneous structure, 

which can be conveniently realized by additive manufacturing (AM), or 3D printing 

technologies. AM allows arbitrary 3D structures with less expense and shorter prototyping 

time compared to conventional fabrication technologies. The EM applications of 3D 

printing include EM bandgap structures [21], THz EMXT horn antennas [24], THz 

waveguide [47], holograms [22], Luneburg lens antenna [20], dielectric reflectarry 

antennas [48], etc.  

In this work, a metamaterial 90° wave-bending structure at Ka-band (26.5 GHz-40 

GHz) is designed using the GO method. The metamaterial wave-bending structure is 

compatible with 3D printing technologies, which provide a less-expensive and faster-

prototyping solution compared to metallic-structure-included wave-bending structures [84]. 

The spatial distribution of dielectric constant is calculated according to the Eikonal 

equation. Different effective dielectric constants are achieved based on the effective 
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medium theory by varying the ratio of the 3D printed polymer material (휀𝑟 = 2.7) to air 

(휀𝑟 = 1) at the unit cell level. The final designed wave-bending structure is printed by 

polymer jetting 3D printer [20]. Both simulation and experimental results prove the 

effectiveness of the wave-bending structure. This work unveils the promising potential of 

3D printing technologies for implementation of inhomogeneous metamaterials for a 

number of EM applications. 

 

GO is the optics neglecting the wavelength, which is applicable when the 

wavelength is much smaller compared to the size of structures. At microwave frequencies, 

the wavelength is much larger and often comparable with the microwave components. GO, 

however, even for structures of a few wavelengths, can still produce meaningful and useful 

results [133]. Derived from GO, the Eikonal equation [134] describes the relation between 

the optical / EM wave path S and the refractive index n in a 2D plane (cylindrical coordinate 

system).  

 |∇𝑆(𝜌, 𝜑)|2 = 𝑛2 (5.1) 

where ρ is the radius, φ is the azimuth angle, and 𝑛 = √𝜇𝑟𝜖𝑟 . 

In a wave-bending structure, 𝑆 can be defined as [84]: 

 𝑆 = 𝐴𝜑 + 𝐶 (5.2) 

where A and C are two constants, and 𝜑 is the central angle corresponding to the bend arc. 

Substituting (5.2) into (5.1), the relation between the dielectric constant εr and radius ρ can 

be obtained: 

 |∇𝑆|2 = |𝑎𝜌⃗⃗⃗⃗ 
𝜕𝑆

𝜕𝜌
+ 𝑎𝜑⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  

1

𝜌

𝜕𝑆

𝜕𝜑
+ 𝑎𝑧⃗⃗⃗⃗ 

𝜕𝑆

𝜕𝑧
| = (

𝐴

𝜌
)2 = 𝑛2 (5.3) 
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 휀𝑟 = (𝐴/𝜌)2 when 𝜇𝑟 = 1  (5.4) 

That is to say, εr distribution is determined by the value of A and ρ. 

In this work, 𝐴 = 0.0323. The inner radius of the wave-bending structure is 𝑟1 =

20 𝑚𝑚. Two practical factors are considered to opt for the appropriate A and r1 in this 

design. First, the wave-bending structure should have small dielectric loss. The 3D printing 

material to be utilized, VeroBlackPlus RGD875 from Stratasys Ltd, has tan 𝛿 = 0.02 [20]. 

Small radius r1 means a short wave path thus small dielectric loss. Therefore, the radius 

should be as small as possible. Second, the εr value should be between 1 and 2.7 [20], 

which is readily realizable with our polymer jetting rapid prototyping printer. The width of 

the wave-bending structure is a = 7.112 mm, in accordance with the standard WR-28 

rectangular waveguide width. Correspondingly, the ANSYS HFSS model of the ideal 

wave-bending structure is depicted in Figure 5.1. Five layers are used in the design, with 

the calculated εr of each layer displayed in Figure 5.2. The wave-bending structure has the 

largest dielectric constant εr = 2.608 for Layer #1 and the smallest dielectric constant εr = 

1.581 for Layer #5. The overall wave-bending structure is about 35 mm long, which is 

roughly 3.5𝜆0 at 30 GHz. In consideration of experiment, the height of the structure is set 

as b = 3.556 mm. Consequently, the wave-bending structure has compatible interfaces with 

the standard WR-28 rectangular waveguide. PEC boundaries are added on top and bottom 

of the ideal wave-bending structure. Two WR-28 waveguides are employed at two ends of 

the wave-bending structure as feeds. Figure 5.3 shows the simulated E field distribution at 

30 GHz, which clearly demonstrates the effectiveness of the wave-bending structure.  
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Figure 5.1  HFSS model of the ideal wave-bending structure. 

 

 

Figure 5.2  Dielectric constant distribution of the bend. 
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Figure 5.3  The simulated E field distribution at 30 GHz of the model in Figure 5.1. 

The desired εr distribution is realized using unit cell structures in the experiment. 

Each unit cell contains two types of materials, the 3D-printed polymer and air. The 3D-

printed polymer is VeroBlackPlus RGD875 with εr = 2.7 while air has εr = 1. Based on the 

effective medium theory, different effective dielectric constants between 1 and 2.7 can be 

achieved simply by adjusting the filling ratio of the polymer material in the unit cell (i.e., 

mixing polymer and air at different ratios). That is to say, the mixture of the two is capable 

of realizing the desired εr of Layer #1 to #5.  

Arc-shaped unit cells are ideal candidates to fit the shape of the wave-bending 

structure. However, when such unit cells are small enough, they resemble cuboid unit cells. 

Consequently, the cuboid unit cell, e.g., Figure 5.4, as an approximation to the arc shaped 

unit cell, is used for easier analysis. The unit cell has a radial size in ρ direction of 1.4224 

mm and an angular size in φ direction of 𝜋ρ/50. The radius and the unit cell dimension in 

the φ direction for each layer are illustrated in Table 5-1. The largest unit cell is 1.52 mm 

along the φ direction, which is about 0.2 λ0 at 40 GHz and in turn, leading to a reasonable 

condition for the effective medium approximation. 

9.90E03

5.66E03

1.70E-2

E field (V/m)
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Three types of unit cell structures, as shown in Figure 5.4, Figure 5.5 and Figure 

5.6, are employed in the design to make sure that the structure feature size (minimum gap 

and structure size) is larger than 0.3 mm for reasonable printing quality while achieving 

the desired εr. The blue part is the 3D-printed polymer material, which is placed in a 

transparent air box. Unit cell A in Figure 5.4 is used for Layer #1. The slab along the φ 

direction helps maintain a high polymer filling ratio f thereby, high effective relative 

permittivity εr of the unit cell, while keeping larger-than-0.3-mm gaps formed by neighbor 

unit cells along the φ direction. Unit cell B in Figure 5.5 is for Layer #2, #3 and #4 with 

only the slab along the ρ direction utilized. Unit cell C in Figure 5.6 is for Layer #5. With 

only the slab in the φ direction, Unit cell C guarantees that the minimum feature size is 

larger than 0.3 mm for small εr. The approximated permittivity of a unit cell is calculated 

by the analytical effective medium approximation using the Bruggman mixing formula in 

Section 2.3. Next, the calculated effective permittivity is verified by finite-element 

simulations using HFSS models, as plotted in Figure 5.4, Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6. In the 

models, the 3D-printed polymer unit-cell structures are place in an air box, where PEC (top 

and bottom) and PMC (sides) boundaries are used. TEM wave ports are at two ends of the 

air box and de-embedding is done to obtain the S-parameters of the unit cells. The εeff can 

then be extracted based on the Nicholson-Ross-Weir method [110], [112] or the method in 

Section 2.5. The extracted εeff is listed in Table 5-1. The dimensions of unit cells for each 

layer are shown in Figure 5.7. 
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Figure 5.4  Effective dielectric constant simulation setup in HFSS for unit cell A 

 

Figure 5.5  Effective dielectric constant simulation setup in HFSS for unit cell B 

 

Figure 5.6  Effective dielectric constant simulation setup in HFSS for unit cell C 
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Figure 5.7  The dimensions of unit cell structures. 

Table 5-1 Unit cell structure dimensions in φ and realized εeff in terms of layer # 

Layer  # 1 2 3 4 5 

ρ value  (mm) 20 21.4224 22.8448 24.2672 25.6896 

Dimension in the φ direction 

(mm) 

1.2566 1.3460 1.4354 1.5243 1.5 

Realized εeff 2.626 2.295 1.956 1.758 1.586 

 

 The complete wave-bending structure is generated by combining all unit cell 

structures. The HFSS simulation for the entire structure is performed as depicted in Figure 

5.8. Two 33 mm × 33 mm copper plates are placed on top and bottom of the wave-bending 

structure. The copper plates imitate the PEC boundary conditions on top and bottom. The 

wave-bending structure is fed by two WR-28 rectangular waveguides. Metal flanges for 

waveguide connection are included as well. 
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Figure 5.8  The HFSS model of the wave-bending structure. 

 

Figure 5.9  The E field distribution at 30 GHz. 

Figure 5.9 illustrates the E field distribution at 30 GHz. The wave-bending 

phenomenon of the designed all-dielectric metamaterial structure is obvious. It can be 

noted that there is some leakage out of the wave-bending structure, similar to the E field 

distribution in Figure 5.3. The leakage stems from two reasons. First, the size of the bend 
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is comparable with the wavelength rather than much larger than the wavelength as is 

assumed by the GO approximation. Second, the wave-bending structure is divided into 

only limited number of layers in the ρ direction owing to compromise in fabrication. If 

more layers thus smoother εr variation are employed, less leakage is expected. The 

simulated frequency response of this HFSS model is given in Figure 5.10. The S11 of the 

wave-bending structure is smaller than -10 dB at most frequencies. The S21 is about -3.5 

dB within Ka-band, among which 2 dB is due to the dielectric loss as confirmed by a 

separate HFSS simulation assuming no dielectric loss. As a result, the simulation 

corroborates the effectiveness of the wave-bending structure.  

 

Figure 5.10  Simulate S-parameters of the wave-bending structure. 

 

The designed wave-bending structure is printed by the polymer jetting 3D printer 

as described in Section 3.4. The printer allows simultaneous printing of two types of 
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materials, the model material (tan 𝛿 = 0.02) and the support material (tan 𝛿 = 0.1). The 

support material fills in any gap and prevents the polymer from drooping during printing. 

After the whole structure is printed, the support material will be removed by high-pressure 

water spray [20]. 

The fabricated wave-bending structure is shown in Figure 5.11. Zoom-in views of 

the top and bottom are shown in Figure 5.12. It is observed that the structure has a bit 

deformation. In contrast to the designed model, air gaps on top slightly expand while air 

gaps at the bottom shrink. The reason is that the support material is not used in the printing 

process. Despite the fact that the water-soluble support material can be removed by 

pressured water, its residue on the structure surface may result in a larger dielectric loss. 

Consequently, the support material is avoided in the printing process. Inevitably, the 

polymer tends to droop due to gravity without the support material.  

 

Figure 5.11  Photo of the 3D-printed wave-bending structure  

Figure 5.13 shows the experimental setup.  Two pieces of PCBs (33 mm × 33 mm) 

with full copper cladding are used to apply PEC boundary conditions on top and bottom of 

the wave-bending structure. To mechanically secure the wave-bending structure, two 

plastic screws are installed through the PCB boards at the diagonal corners. The screws are 
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distant from the wave-bending structure and have little impact on the propagating EM 

wave. Flanges are printed and mounted on the PCBs for waveguide connections. 

 

Figure 5.12  Top zoom-in view (left) and bottom zoom-in view (right) of the wave-

bending structure; the gaps on top are larger and the gaps at the bottom are smaller 

or even merged, showing the deformation in the wave-bending structure. 

 

Figure 5.13  Prototype of the wave-bending structure for the measurement. 
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Figure 5.14  S11 comparison between the measurement and simulation. 

 

Figure 5.15  S21 comparison between the measurement and simulation. 

The measured S11 and S21 are shown by the sold curves in Figure 5.14 and Figure 

5.15, respectively. It is evident that the measurement results are consistent with the 

simulation results. However, there are some discrepancies. The measured S11 is about 2 dB 
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less than that of the simulation in average. The measured S21 are about 2.5 dB less than that 

of the simulation. The discrepancy arises from two imperfections. First, as aforementioned 

in Figure 5.12, the fabricated wave-bending structure has some deformation. Second, there 

are some unexpected openings between the feeding waveguides and the PCBs during 

measurement, as shown in Figure 5.16. Two possible causes lead to this imperfection. 1) 

The 3D-printed flanges in Figure 5.13 are manually glued to the PCBs with some 

misalignment. In consequence, the 3D-printed flanges, when connected to the feeding 

waveguide flanges, may have openings between the PCBs and the feeding waveguides; 2) 

The two PCBs are not perfectly identical and well aligned, which also contribute to the 

undesired openings between the PCBs and the feeding waveguides after assembly. 

 

Figure 5.16  HFSS models showing the opening between the PCB and the 

waveguide 
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Figure 5.17  The added deformation in the wave-bending structure 

 

Figure 5.18  The final simulation setup with the openings and bend deformation. 

To investigate the impact of the above two factors, simulations are carried out with 

the imperfections, namely the structural deformation and the openings. First, openings are 

included between the PCB boards and the feeding waveguides in the HFSS model, as 

shown in Figure 5.16. A 0.5 mm opening is introduced between the top PCB and one 

waveguide. Symmetrically, another 0.5 mm opening is added between the bottom PCB and 

the other waveguide. Moreover, the wave-bending structure is divided into 3 layers in the 
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z direction (Figure 5.8) to include the deformation in the model. To mimic the dropping 

effect of the printed material, the top layer slab thickness is reduced: the φ direction slab 

thickness is reduced by 0.3 mm and the ρ direction slab thickness is reduced by πρ/360. 

The middle layer slab thickness is kept unchanged. The bottom layer slab thickness 

increases corresponding to the material reduction of the top layer. That is to say, the φ 

direction slab thickness increases by 0.3 mm and the ρ direction slab thickness increases 

by πρ/360. The deformation in the HFSS model is depicted in Figure 5.17. Figure 5.18 

presents the HFSS model with the above changes, i.e., with imperfections. The simulation 

results (square markers) are shown in Figure 5.18. A good resemblance between simulation 

and measurement results is observed for both S11 and S21. The fact that the simulation and 

the experiment are not perfectly matched is understandable because the opening size and 

degree of deformation in the HFSS model are based on estimation and may not be exactly 

the same as the real physical imperfections.  

 

Figure 5.19  S-parameters of the simulation (dashed line), measurement (solid) and 

simulation after adding imperfections into the model (square markers). (a) S11. (b) S21. 

Other possible differences between the simulation and experiment setup, including 

the drilled holes on PCBs, the plastic screws, and the waveguide alignment uncertainty, are 

(a) (b)
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also evaluated by HFSS simulations. The simulation results indicate that these factors have 

very limited impact on the wave-bending structure performance compared to the 

aforementioned two factors. Consequently, the structure’s deformation and openings 

between PCBs and waveguides are the main culprits of the discrepancy. 

 

In conclusion, a metamaterial Ka-band 90° wave-bending structure made of 

dielectric is designed, fabricated and measured. Compared with its metallic-structure-

included metamaterial counterparts, this all-dielectric structure allows lower-cost and 

faster-prototyping due to its compatibility with 3D printing technique. The wave-bending 

effect is achieved through the spatial distribution of different dielectric constants designed 

using the geometrical optics method. The wave-bending structure is fabricated by the 

polymer jetting rapid prototyping technique. Both the simulation and experiment results 

show the effectiveness of the wave-bending structure. The experiment results have some 

discrepancies compared to the simulation results. The analysis shows that the discrepancy 

is mainly ascribed to the fabrication imperfections, namely, the wave-bending structure’s 

deformation and the openings between PCBs and waveguides. This work suggests that 3D 

printing technologies are promising solutions to realize inhomogeneous metamaterials that 

can control and manipulate the propagation of EM waves effectively. Moreover, 3D 

printing technologies could also provide a fertile ground for more EM designs embracing 

inhomogeneity such as wave collimators, beam shifters, etc.   
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 Compact Mobile Phone Antenna Design 

A compact multi-band antenna compatible with a metallic packaging for mobile 

devices is introduced in this chapter. With only 4 mm distance from the ground end, the 

antenna covers band-1 698-787 MHz and band-2 1710-2155 MHz, enabling the LTE 2 / 

LTE 4 / LTE 12 / LTE 13 / GSM1900 applications. It consists of an Inverted-F antenna 

(IFA) and two resonating strips. The current distribution shows that the quarter-

wavelength, half-wavelength and one-wavelength modes together contribute to the antenna 

radiation. A four-element LC circuit is utilized for antenna impedance matching. The 

antenna is designed, fabricated and measured. Close agreement between the measurement 

results and simulation results is observed.   

 

Compact and multiband antennas are highly desired for mobile applications. 

Nevertheless, the design of compact antennas can be challenging for some mobile devices, 

especially if they involve a close-by metallic frame. For example, a metallic frame in Figure 

6.1 divides the phone space into small compartments that are not large enough for antennas. 

In this case, very low profile antennas that can be mounted at the end of the metallic frame 

are needed.    
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Figure 6.1 A metallic packaging for mobile phone devices. 

Many compact and dual-band mobile device antennas suitable for printed-circuit-

board (PCB) end (Figure 6.1) installation have been reported [1]–[18]. Some of the designs 

[1]–[4] achieve wider bandwidth by creating slots in the ground plane, which is not possible 

for a fixed metallic frame used in this work. A number of designs require a large distance 

(larger than 15 mm) from the PCB end [5], [8], [10], [11]. For example, in [10], a dual-

band antenna covering two wide frequency bands (698 - 960 MHz and 1710 - 2690 MHz) 

has been reported. Nevertheless, it requires a distance of 24 mm from the PCB end. Such 

a large distance from the PCB end makes the mobile device bulky and thereby is less 

desirable. In comparison, some antenna designs have a very close distance from the PCB 

end. In [16], a printed loop antenna covering 822 - 964 MHz and 1570 - 2260 MHz is 

reported. It is printed on a thin FR4 substrate of 10 × 60 𝑚𝑚2 and mounted perpendicular 

to the ground plane with only 4 mm distance. Nevertheless, the design is only compatible 

with a flat PCB (ground plane). The existence of the frame edge rib on the metallic frame 

in Figure 6.1 will degrade the performance of these antennas.  
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In this chapter, a compact antenna design compatible with a metallic frame is 

proposed. The antenna is installed at the end of the metallic frame and matched with a four-

lumped element matching network. It has a 4 mm distance space from the PCB end and 

covers 698 - 787 MHz and 1710 - 2155 MHz, enabling the LTE 2 / LTE 4 / LTE 12 / LTE 

13 / GSM1900 applications. The antenna is fabricated and measured. The measurement 

results agree with the simulation results.  

 

The antenna design is based on a metallic frame (Figure 6.1) that is used for 

hardware-modularized mobile devices. The frame, which acts as ground in the design, has 

an overall size of 132 mm × 66 mm × 9 mm. The antenna is installed at the bottom end of 

the frame next to the frame rib (Figure 6.2). Figure 6.2 illustrates the designed antenna 

(yellow part) together with the metallic frame (blue part). The antenna occupies a volume 

of 4 mm × 66.8 mm × 10.8 mm (x×y×z) and has three surfaces, i.e., the top, bottom and 

side surfaces. The antenna structure can be obtained by folding the 2D antenna geometry 

in Figure 6.3 along the two folding lines. The 2D antenna geometry also shows that the 

antenna is made up of a main inverted-F antenna (IFA) element and two parasitic elements. 

The antenna feeding point and a ground pin are located on the top surface of the antenna. 

Most of the radiating parts are on the side surface, with a short strip piece of a parasitic 

element on the bottom surface.  Figure 6.4 illustrates the detailed dimensions of the antenna 

configuration. The antenna is simulated in ANSYS HFSS and the reflection coefficient 

(S11) of the antenna is plotted as the red dash-dot curve in Figure 6.5. Multiple resonance 

frequencies, specifically, at 770 MHz, 1850 MHz, 2070 MHz and 2160 MHz, are generated 

and suggest that multiple current paths are available. 
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Figure 6.2 The ANSYS HFSS model showing the antenna (yellow part) mounted 

at the end of the metallic frame (blue part). 

 

Figure 6.3 The 2D antenna geometry. The 3D antenna structure can be obtained 

by folding the 2D antenna geometry along the two folding lines (dark dash). 
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Figure 6.4 Dimensions of the 2D antenna geometry. (Unit: mm) 

 

Figure 6.5 The simulated reflection coefficient (S11) of the antenna without 

matching circuit. 
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Figure 6.6 (a) Current Path A. (b) Current distribution at 770 MHz. 

There are five current paths (modes) observed at the resonance frequencies. Current 

Path A contributes to the resonance at 770 MHz. This frequency band is designed for the 

LTE bands 12 and 13 (698 - 787 MHz). As illustrated in Figure 6.6(a), Path A starts from 

Point 1 and ends at Point 2. The overall length is about 100 mm long, corresponding to a 

quarter-wavelength resonance at around 770 MHz. The current distribution at 770 MHz is 

shown in Figure 6.6(b). It is obvious that the current is very strong at the beginning (Point 

1) and reaches minimum at Point 2, which is the end of current Path A. The current flows 

in one direction and shows a quarter-wavelength current pattern at 770 MHz.  
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Figure 6.7 (a) Current Path B (black path) and Path C (blue path). (b) Current 

distribution of 50° phase at 1850 MHz. (c) Current distribution of 90° phase at 1850 

MHz. (d) Current distribution at 1850 MHz without the current strength information. 

Two current paths, Path B and Path C, contribute to the resonance at 1850 MHz. 

As illustrated in Figure 6.7(a), Path B starts from the feeding pin at Point 3 and ends at 

Point 4 (black dash path) on the bottom surface, the end of a parasitic branch. As shown in 

Figure 6.7(b), the current is the maximum at Point 3 and the minimum at Point 4 (bottom 

surface) and the current direction stays the same. Path B is about 45 mm long and close to 

a quarter wavelength at 1850 MHz. Similarly, as shown in Figure 6.7(a), Path C starts from 

Point 5 (the grounding pin) and ends at Point 6 (blue dash path), the end of another parasitic 

branch. As revealed in Figure 6.7(c), the current distribution follows the quarter-
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wavelength resonance, i.e., maximum current at Point 5 and minimum current at Point 6 in 

the same direction. Without showing the current strength information, the current direction 

near Point 6 is better illustrated in Figure 6.7(d). 

 

Figure 6.8 (a) Current Path D. (b) Current distribution at 2070 MHz. (c) Current 

distribution at 2070 MHz without the current strength information. 

Path D from Point 7 to Point 9 in Figure 6.8(a) works as a half-wavelength dipole 

at 2070 MHz. The current distribution at 2070 MHz is shown in Figure 6.8(b). The current 

is minimum starting at Point 7 and reaches maximum close to Point 8. At Point 9 (bottom 

surface), the current goes to minimum again. The current is in the same direction for the 

entire path and agrees with the half-wavelength dipole current distribution. Figure 6.8(c) 

plots the current direction without the current strength information to better illustrate the 

current path near Point 7. The overall length of Path D is about 73 mm, close to a half 

wavelength at 2070 MH. 
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Figure 6.9 (a) Current Path E. (b) Current distribution at 2160 MHz. 

Lastly, the resonance at 2160 MHz is generated by Path E (from Point 10 to Point 

14) in Figure 6.9(a). This path works as a one-wavelength radiator at 2160 MHz. The 

current distribution is depicted in Figure 6.9(b). The current is minimum at Point 10, Point 

12 and Point 14. The maximum-current points are Point 11 and Point 13, which are 180° 

out of phase from each other. Path E is about 130 mm long, close to one wavelength at 

2160 MHz (140 mm).  

In summary, the resonances at 1850 MHz, 2070 MHz and 2160 MHz are designed 

for the LTE bands 2 and 4 (1710-2155 MHz).  

The simulated reflection coefficient of the antenna in Figure 6.5 shows that the 

antenna alone cannot cover the expected bandwidth, i.e., band-1: 698 - 787 MHz and band-

2: 1710 - 2155 MHz. In order to cover those bands completely, lumped-element matching 

networks are utilized to improve the reflection coefficient. The matching circuit is designed 

in Keysight ADS as shown in Figure 6.10. Four lumped elements are utilized for antenna 

bandwidth matching, in which the antenna is represented by an S1P file from the HFSS 
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simulator. Among the lumped elements, L1 = 2.2 nH and C1 = 0.9 pF are mainly for band-

2 impedance matching, whereas L2 = 12 nH and C2 = 3 pF are mainly for band-1 

impedance matching. The matching is also verified in ANSYS HFSS with a model 

including both the antenna and the lumped-element matching circuit board, as shown in 

Figure 6.11. The simulated reflection coefficient with the matching network is depicted in 

Figure 6.12. Over the required frequency band (698 - 787 MHz and 1710 - 2155 MHz), -6 

dB reflection coefficient has been achieved largely. Therefore, the antenna works for LTE 

2 / LTE 4 / LTE 12 / LTE 13 / GSM1900 applications. 

 

Figure 6.10 The lumped-element matching circuit for the antenna. 

 

Figure 6.11 The ANSYS HFSS model of the antenna with the lumped-element 

matching circuit board. 
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Figure 6.12 The reflection coefficient of the antenna with the matching circuit. 

 

 Prototype by Inkjet Printing Technique 

 Fabrication 

 

Figure 6.13 Photo of the Epson WorkForce 30. By replacing the regular color ink 

cartridges with the silver-particle ink cartridges, we can print conductive 

traces/circuits on substrates like photo paper. 
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A prototype of the antenna is fabricated with the assistance of AM technologies. A 

polymer frame is first fabricated by 3D printing technology, which allows fast and low-

cost prototyping. Specifically, the polymer jetting machine, Eden 350 from Stratasys, is 

employed for the process. The printing time of the polymer frame is less than 30 minutes. 

Next, we use copper tape to wrap the polymer structure to realize a metallic frame.  

 The antenna part is fabricated by the silver-ink-particle inkjet printing technology, 

which is another AM technology. The conductor-ink inkjet printing technology has 

attracted microwave researchers’ attention because it allows additive manufacturing of 

conductor which is a low-cost, fast-prototyping and environmentally-friendly approach 

[19]. The printer used in this work is a regular office inkjet printer, Epson WorkForce 30 

(Figure 6.13), which cost less than $100. By replacing the OEM ink cartridges with 

cartilages containing silver-particle ink (Metalon JS-B25P from Novacentrix), we can print 

conductor patterns. Metalon JS-B25P is designed to print conductive patterns on porous 

substrates such as photo paper and NoveleTM (a coated PET) substrates. Our experiments 

have shown that the ink works on Epson photo paper (Glossy) and Novele substrates, but 

not on the Canon photo paper (Glossy or Matte). Although the ink is immediately 

conductive upon printing, higher conductivity can be obtained after a sintering process. 

According to the data sheet, the ink can produce conductive traces that attain 3-5 times of 

the bulk Ag resistivity after the sintering process.  

The 2D antenna geometry shown in Figure 6.3 is printed on a piece of Epson photo 

paper. The thickness of the photo paper is 0.25 mm. As described in Section 6.2, the 

antenna structure can be obtained by folding the 2D antenna geometry along the folding 

lines. It turns out, however, that the printed silver-particle ink traces break apart once the 
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substrate is bent. Consequently, the printed 2D antenna is cut into three parts along the 

folding lines. The silver ink on the substrate is fragile and can be easily peeled off. In order 

to make the 3D antenna structure as shown in Figure 6.2, copper tape with an appropriate 

width is carefully used with Scotch tape to connect the silver-ink traces on two different 

surfaces.  For instance, a 1-mm wide copper tape strip is used to connect the silver-particle-

ink trace on the side surface and the silver-particle-ink trace on the bottom surface. In 

addition, the feeding pin and ground pin are replaced by copper tape strips because the 

silver-particle-ink traces and photo paper substrate are not appropriate for soldering process 

that is necessary for the LC matching network interface. Lastly, a 4-mm thick foam is used 

to keep the antenna 4-mm away from the metallic frame. The fabricated antenna together 

with the metallic frame is shown in Figure 6.14. It should be noted that some unimportant 

ribs are not fabricated for easier copper-tape-wrapping. 

 

Figure 6.14 Fabricated antenna prototype. 

Figure 6.14 also shows the matching network on PCB. The matching network is 

fabricated on a Rogers RT/Duroid 5880 substrate. The substrate is 0.8 mm thick with a size 
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of 10 mm × 23 mm.  The matching circuit is fed by a 5.4 mm long microstrip line (50 

Ohm).  Four corresponding lumped elements as shown in Figure 6.11 are soldered onto the 

PCB. The inductors are Johanson Technology 0603 L-14 series and the capacitors are 

Johanson Technology 0603 R14S series. 

 Measurement 

The antenna prototype is then measure by a vector network analyzer. The measured 

S11 in comparison with the simulated S11 without the matching circuit is shown in Figure 

6.15. The measured S11 in comparison with the simulated S11 with the matching circuit is 

shown in Figure 6.16. There are some discrepancies between the measurement and 

simulation. First, the measured resonant frequencies are lower than the simulated resonant 

frequencies in Figure 6.15. The reason is that the photo paper substrate has a dielectric 

constant higher than 1. Although the thickness of the paper is only 0.25 mm, it still makes 

the antenna resonant frequency shift lower. Second, the measured S11 is smaller than that 

of simulation in both Figure 6.15 and Figure 6.16. It means that the antenna has more loss, 

probably, due to the photo paper’s dielectric loss and silver-particle ink’s conductor loss.  
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Figure 6.15 Measured S11 and simulated S11 of the antenna without the matching 

circuit. 

 

Figure 6.16 Measured S11 and simulated S11 of the antenna with the matching 

circuit. 
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Figure 6.17 Measured εr of the Epson photo paper at X-band. 
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Figure 6.18 Measured loss tangent of the Epson photo paper at X-band. 

To verify our analysis, the dielectric property of the photo paper is measured. The 

photo paper is cut to the size of an X-band waveguide and the S-parameters are measured 

based on the transmission line methods [20]. The property of the photo paper is then 

extracted by the NRW method discussed in Section 2.4. The results are shown in Figure 

6.17 and Figure 6.18. At 10 GHz, the dielectric constant is 3.17 and the loss tangent is 0.2 

for the Epson photo paper. Assuming the photo paper has the similar dielectric properties 

at 2 GHz, the photo paper will surely contribute to the down-shifting of resonance 

frequencies and dielectric loss of the antenna.   
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Improvement on the silver-particle ink printing is required for the successful 

fabrication of the antenna. First, a thinner and a less lossy substrate is required. This will 

reduce the antenna resonance frequency shift and antenna losses. Second, the silver-particle 

ink should be more robust on the substrate. Currently, the printed pattern can be easily 

scratched off. It does not survive bending either. Some researchers use conductive epoxy 

to conductively connect traces on two different surfaces but a more reliable silver-particle 

ink is preferred. Third, integration with other circuit calls for innovative methods because 

the silver ink and the photo paper substrate do not allow soldering process. This leaves 

conductive paste a possible solution. Nevertheless, the conductive paste falls short on its 

limited conductivity(usually on the order of 105 S/m).  

A better printing process for silver-particle ink is also required. Currently, the 

silver-particle ink can easily clog the printer head, after which the cleaning process is very 

challenging and almost impossible. It is recommended to remove and seal the ink cartridges 

once printing task is completed. Next, the printer heads are cleaned by specially-designed 

aqueous inkjet vehicle. Nevertheless, the printer head still gets clogged and damaged by 

the silver-particle ink from time to time. A more user-friendly printer is therefore desired. 

 

Figure 6.19 The fabricated antenna prototype, a 3D-printed frame wrapped with 

copper tape, and the lumped-element matching circuit board. 
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 Prototype Using Copper Tape 

In order to demonstrate a robust antenna prototype, another antenna of the same 

design is also fabricated. The polymer frame is first printed by the polymer jetting 

technique and then wrapped by copper tape to produce a metallic frame, as shown in Figure 

6.19. Next, the antenna is carved manually from a piece of copper tape. It is then attached 

to a foam with a size of 10.8 × 66.8 × 4 mm3, which is for the purpose of mechanical 

support with a dielectric constant close to one. The fabricated antenna is shown in Figure 

6.20. 

 

Figure 6.20 Fabricated antenna prototype. 

The antenna is soldered to the PCBs with and without the matching circuit and then 

measured. The PCB board with the matching circuit is also presented in Figure 6.20. The 

measured reflection coefficients with and without the lumped-element matching circuit are 

shown in Figure 6.21 and Figure 6.22, respectively. It can be observed that the 

measurement results agree reasonably well and much better compared to the previous 

prototype with the simulation results. With the help of the matching circuit, the antenna 

achieves -6 dB reflection coefficient in most of the two bands of 698 - 787 MHz and 1710 

- 2155 MHz, covering LTE 2 / LTE 4 / LTE 12 / LTE 13 / GSM1900. 
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Figure 6.21 The measured reflection coefficient in comparison with the simulated 

reflection coefficient of the antenna without the matching circuit. 

 

Figure 6.22 The measured reflection coefficient in comparison with the simulated 

reflection coefficient of the antenna with the matching circuit. 
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Figure 6.23 The simulated and measured radiation patterns of the antenna. (a) xoz-

plane at 1710 MHz; (b) yoz-plane at 1710 MHz; (c) xoz-plane at 1900 MHz; (d) yoz-

plane at 1900 MHz; (e) xoz-plane at 2100 MHz; (f) yoz-plane at 2100 MHz. 
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Figure 6.24 The simulated and measured gain of the antenna. (a) Etheta in the xoz-

plane; (b) Ephi in the xoz-plane. 

The radiation patterns in the xoz-plane and yoz-plane of the antenna with the 

matching circuit for band-2 are also measured, as plotted in Figure 6.23, in comparison 

with the simulated radiation patterns. Figure 6.23(a), (c), (e) show the xoz-plane radiation 

patterns of the antenna at 1710 MHz, 1900 MHz, and 2100 MHz, respectively. Figure 
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6.23(b), (d), (f) show the yoz-plane radiation patterns of the antenna at 1710 MHz, 1900 

MHz, and 2100 MHz, respectively. It can be observed that across the entire band-2 the 

antenna has similar radiation patterns. As verified in [21], it is the ground plane rather than 

the antenna elements that decides the radiation patterns. In the xoz-plane, the radiation 

patterns of the y-polarized E-field, or Ephi, are quasi-omnidirectional. In the yoz-plane, the 

radiation patterns of the y-polarized E-field, or Etheta, are figure-8-shape. That is to say, the 

radiation pattern for the y-polarized E-field is a donut-shape. We believe that it is because 

the y-dimension of the ground is about half a wavelength at around 2 GHz. In the xoz-

plane, the radiation patterns of the x-polarized E-field, or Etheta, are quatrefoil-shape. In the 

xoz-plane, the radiation patterns of the x-polarized E-field, or Ephi, are quasi-

omnidirectional. We believe that it is because the x-dimension of the ground is about one 

wavelength at around 2 GHz. Overall, the measurement results agree well with the 

simulation results. The observed discrepancies are likely due to fabrication tolerances.  

The measured realized gain in the xoz-plane is depicted in Figure 6.24 in 

comparison with the simulation results. Both the Etheta and Ephi fields are measured. The 

measurement is performed with a monopole transmitting antenna in a semi-open area, so 

multipath and in-band interference cannot be avoided. Three measurements are carried out 

with different transmitter-to-receiver distances (1 m, 2m and 3 m, all in the far field) so as 

to reduce the measurement errors due to multipath and in-band interference. Error bars 

showing the standard deviation of the three measurements are included in Figure 6.24.  The 

antenna realized gain is about 1 - 5 dBi over the entire band-2. The mean values of 

measurement results agree roughly with the simulation overall, given that the antenna is 

not measured in an anechoic chamber. No obvious radiation efficiency degradation due to 
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the matching circuit is observed in Figure 6.24. Some discrepancies between the 

measurement and simulation could be due to the fabrication inaccuracy. In summary, the 

measurement results verify the simulation results and prove the effectiveness of the 

antenna. 

 

In this work, a multiband compact antenna compatible with a metallic packing for 

mobile devices has been proposed. Consisting of an inverted-F antenna element and two 

parasitic elements, it utilizes the quarter-wavelength, half-wavelength, and one-wavelength 

resonance modes to achieve wide bandwidth. A four-lumped-element matching circuit is 

utilized for impedance matching. The antenna covers 698 - 787 MHz and 1710 - 2155 MHz 

and enables LTE 2 / LTE 4 / LTE 12 / LTE 13 / GSM1900 applications. The antenna is 

fabricated and measured. The measurement results agree reasonably well with the 

simulation results.  
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 Conclusions 

This dissertation investigates the application of AM to novel microwave 

components, including a dielectric-loaded antenna, an antenna solution for intra-chip 

wireless interconnects, and an all-dielectric wave-bending structure for Ka-band. Moreover, 

a compact multiband antenna for mobile devices is designed, fabricated with the assistance 

of AM, and measured.  

Chapter 1 introduces AM technologies and their advantages over traditional, 

subtractive manufacturing and formative manufacturing methodologies. Different types of 

AM technologies and their advantages and disadvantages are discussed.  

Chapter 2 introduces the effective medium approximation, including both the 

Maxwell-Garnett equation and the Bruggeman Mixing Formula. The Nicholson-Ross-

Weir method and a modified extraction method, which allow us to extract the effective 

material properties of mixtures based on their S-parameters, are also discussed. The 

effective material properties are examined in the 3D EM simulator HFSS. Reasonable 

agreement is obtained between the simulation and the Bruggeman mixing formula. 

Chapter 3 discusses a compact and effective way to manipulate monopole antenna 

radiation patterns using dielectric loading. As a proof of concept, we studied the design of 

quarter-wavelength monopole antennas, loaded with optimized dielectric distributions 

using genetic algorithm. By changing the dielectric constant distribution around the 

monopole, one-beam and multiple-beam radiation patterns can be obtained. The dielectric 

constant distribution is accomplished by digitizing the volume surrounding the monopole 

into unit cells that are made of polymer mixed with air voids. The dielectric property of 

each unit cell is controlled by changing the polymer to air mixing ratio. This design 
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methodology is compatible with the polymer jetting 3D printing technology. A two-beam 

monopole antenna prototype is printed and characterized. The measurement results agree 

well with the simulation predictions. The proposed design and fabrication approaches 

enable another degree of freedom for antenna design, which could be applied to other types 

of antennas as well especially if a complete 3D spatial dielectric property distribution is 

used. For instance, 3D-printed dielectrics could be loaded surrounding a patch antenna and 

control its radiation pattern. The insight of some interesting aspects could further improve 

this work. First, although only the radiation pattern control at the elevation angle of θ =

60° is studied in this work, 3D radiation pattern control should be possible if a complete 

3D spatial dielectric distribution is implemented. Second, expanding the available 

dielectric property range will enable more control over the radiation pattern. Third, if 

controlling of the material permeability 𝜇𝑟 and the conductivity 𝜎 can be realized, more 

flexibilities and merits await. Fourth, reconfigurable beam-forming is intriguing and 

deserves more research. For example, if liquid crystal or other tunable dielectric materials 

can be incorporated into the 3D printing process, dynamic control of radiation patterns and 

other antenna parameters will be possible. 

Chapter 4 introduces vertical quarter-wavelength monopoles surrounded by the 

optimized dielectric distribution for future intra-chip wireless interconnects. As an example, 

the dielectric constant distribution surrounding four 160-GHz monopoles is optimized by 

genetic algorithm to improve the desired wireless link and suppress the crosstalk. The 

simulation shows that the desired link is improved by 8-15 dB and the crosstalk is reduced 

by 9-23 dB from 155 GHz to 165 GHz with our design. As an experimental proof-of-

concept, a 60 GHz prototype is designed, fabricated and measured. Polymer jetting 3D 
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printing technology is utilized to realize the designed εr distribution based on effective 

medium approximation, which features fast and convenient prototyping. The measurement 

results agree well with the simulation results, which demonstrate 10-18 dB improvement 

in the desired links and 10-30 dB reduction in the crosstalk from 55 to 61 GHz. 

Transmission loss as small as 15 dB is achieved at 60 GHz at a distance of 15 mm in the 

experiment, in comparison with 22.2 dB calculated by the Friis transmission equation for 

60 GHz monopoles and the reported 25 dB at 60 GHz at a distance of 15 mm in [116] using 

zig-zag antennas. Moreover, with the help of tunable materials such as liquid crystal or 

ferroelectrics, dynamic control of the wireless link gain thereby reconfigurable intra-chip 

wireless interconnects are possible. 

In Chapter 5, a metamaterial Ka-band 90° wave-bending structure made of 

dielectric is designed, fabricated and measured. Compared with its metallic-structure-

included metamaterial counterparts, this all-dielectric structure allows lower-cost and 

faster-prototyping due to its compatibility with 3D printing technique. The wave-bending 

effect is achieved through the spatial distribution of different dielectric constants designed 

using the geometrical optics method. The wave-bending structure is printed by the polymer 

jetting rapid prototyping technique. Both the simulation and experiment results show the 

effectiveness of the wave-bending structure. The experiment results have some 

discrepancies compared to the simulation results. The analysis shows that the discrepancy 

is mainly ascribed to the fabrication imperfections, namely, the wave-bending structure’s 

deformation and the gaps between PCBs and waveguides. This work suggests that 3D 

printing technologies are promising solutions to realize inhomogeneous metamaterials that 

can control and manipulate the propagation of EM waves effectively. Moreover, 3D 
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printing technologies could also provide a fertile ground for more EM designs embracing 

inhomogeneity such as wave collimators, beam shifters, etc.   

Finally, in Chapter 6, a multiband compact antenna compatible with a metallic 

packing for mobile devices is proposed. Consisting of an inverted-F antenna element and 

two parasitic elements, it utilizes the quarter-wavelength, half-wavelength, and one-

wavelength resonance modes to achieve wide bandwidth. A four-lumped-element 

matching circuit is utilized for impedance matching. The antenna covers 698-787 MHz and 

1710-2155 MHz and enables LTE 2 / LTE 4 / LTE 12 / LTE 13 / GSM1900 applications. 

The antenna is fabricated and measured. The measurement results agree with the simulation 

results. The antenna design is a promising solution for modularized mobile device 

applications. 
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Appendix: MATLAB Code 

The MATLAB code in the dissertation is included in this appendix. Before using 

the code in this chapter, users need to include a MATLAB toolbox that can generate vbs 

script that controls ANSYS HFSS. Users can also generate their own MATLAB functions 

for the control purpose by studying the script help file from ANSYS. 

function F = fun_S_parameters_of_lossy_transmission_line(x) 

%This function is used to calculate the dilectric constant 

and loss tangent 

%of certain unit cell 

%the unit cell size first need to defined, the frequencies 

also need to be 

%defined 

%then the S parameters must be normalized to 50 Ohm 

%numbers of lines to skip in textread should also be 

defined properly 

%the air impedance could also be defined based on the HFSS 

calculation of 

%z0 

[fre,s11_m,s11_p,s21_m,s21_p,s12_m,s12_p,s22_m,s22_p]=textr

ead... 

    

('Unit_cell_fisheye_60ghz_test1.s2p','%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%f','

headerlines',12); 

S11=s11_m.*exp(1i*s11_p/180*pi); 

S12=s12_m.*exp(1i*s12_p/180*pi); 

S21=s21_m.*exp(1i*s21_p/180*pi); 

S22=s22_m.*exp(1i*s22_p/180*pi); 

  

  

  

f=fre*1e9;%20 GHz 

c=3e8; 

lamda=c./f; 

% epr=2.7; 

% epr=real(x); 

epr=x(1); 

miur=1; 
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miu=4*pi*10^(-7); 

ep=8.854188*10^(-12); 

% losstangent=0.02 

% losstangent=imag(x); 

losstangent=x(2); 

alpha=pi*sqrt(epr)./lamda*losstangent; 

beta=2*pi*f*sqrt(epr)/c; 

gama=alpha+1i*beta; 

  

  

%need to change cell size l if it is changed in HFSS 

l=10.2e-3; 

  

  

  

  

z0=50; 

z1=sqrt(miu/ep/epr); 

% z1=357.6825; 

A=cosh(gama*l); 

B=z1/z0*sinh(gama*l); 

C=z0/z1*sinh(gama*l); 

D=cosh(gama*l); 

delta_A=A.*D-B.*C; 

s11=(A+B-C-D)./(A+B+C+D); 

s12=2*delta_A./(A+B+C+D); 

s21=2./(A+B+C+D); 

s22=(-A+B-C+D)./(A+B+C+D); 

% temp=[abs(S11'-s11), abs(S21'-s21)]; 

temp=[S11'-s11, S21'-s21]; 

% temp=abs(temp); 

temp2=[abs(S11)-abs(s11), abs(S21)-abs(s21)];  %use only 

abs value 

% temp2=[real(S12)-real(s12), imag(S12)-

imag(s12)]; %Doesn't work 

F=norm(temp2,2); 

% abs(s21) 

% abs(s11) 
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A.2.1 MATLAB code for the main file 

%This file is used to optimize the epr distribution of unit 

cells aroung 

%one single monopole for the two-beam radiation pattern 

clear 

projet_num=3; 

  

for mm=1:projet_num 

    

delete(['C:/Users/jqwu/Documents/Ansoft/Digitized_Antenna/p

attern',num2str(mm),'.txt']); 

%     

delete(['C:/Users/jqwu/Documents/Ansoft/Digitized_Antenna/a

ntenna',num2str(mm),'_Gain.txt']); 

end 

  

%the numbering of the blocks/PECs are (dimention1, 

dimention2) 

  

dimention1=10; 

  

dimention2=5; 

OK=0;       %This flag is to mark how many candidates are 

OK to go to GA in one generation 

  

rate=0.05;   %mutation rate of each block 

  

register_S=1;  %register for s parameters 

register_f=1;   %register for flag 

register_fit=1; %register for fitness function 

  

  

%This file is to optimize the google antenna 

  

for mm=1:projet_num 

    project=['monopole_10G_',num2str(mm)]; 

     

    % ini_PEC_unit=randi([0 1],25,25); 

     

    

block_flag=randi(13,dimention1,dimention2)/10+1.1; %dielect

ric constant change from 1 to 3 
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    fid 

=['C:\Users\jqwu\Documents\Ansoft\Digitized_Antenna\test',n

um2str(mm),'.vbs']; 

    % hfssExecuteScript(hfssExePath, ScriptFile, iconMode, 

runAndExit) 

    %change the existance of PEC 

  

     

    

save( ['C:\Users\jqwu\Documents\Ansoft\Digitized_Antenna\PE

C_geo\flag',num2str(register_f),'.mat'],'block_flag'); 

    register_f=register_f+1; 

   

     

    hfssRunScript_google_monopole(fid, block_flag, 

project,mm); 

     

    %save the changed flags to .mat file for next use 

  

    %     pause(20); 

end 

  

  

for generation=1:300 

     

    for mm=1:projet_num 

        %see if the simulation is over 

        while 

(exist(['C:\Users\jqwu\Documents\Ansoft\Digitized_Antenna\p

attern',num2str(mm),'.txt'], 'file')==0) 

        end 

        %         fclose(fid1); 

        pause(5); 

        %import data to matlab 

        

temp1=importdata(['C:\Users\jqwu\Documents\Ansoft\Digitized

_Antenna\pattern',num2str(mm),'.txt']); 

        

delete(['C:/Users/jqwu/Documents/Ansoft/Digitized_Antenna/p

attern',num2str(mm),'.txt']); 

         

        temp3=temp1.data;    %get hfss s21 data 

%         Gdata=temp3(1,2)+temp3(13,2)+temp3(25,2)-

max(temp3(4:10,2))-max(temp3(16:22,2))-max(temp3(28:34,2)); 

        %Store the S parameters data 

        Gdata=temp3(7,2)-max(temp3(10:19,2)); 
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        %This may not be the final version for 2 beam 

because the rev time 

        %of this file is 1/15/2015 for now but the pattern 

has been 

        %simulated by 1/12/2015. I am pretty sure 0 deg had 

been controlled 

        %in the goal. 

        fit(register_fit)=Gdata 

        register_fit=register_fit+1;         

    end 

     

    %Compare the fitness function results of the population 

    temp=fit; 

    [fit_max1, location1]=max(temp);     %find the first 

maximum 

    temp(location1)=NaN; 

    [fit_max2, location2]=max(temp);     %find the second 

maximum 

     

    %Generating new populations 

    for mm=1:projet_num 

        project=['monopole_10G_',num2str(mm)]; 

         

        % ini_PEC_unit=randi([0 1],25,25); 

        

load(['C:\Users\jqwu\Documents\Ansoft\Digitized_Antenna\PEC

_geo\flag',num2str(location1),'.mat'],'block_flag'); 

    

        temp3=block_flag; 

        

load(['C:\Users\jqwu\Documents\Ansoft\Digitized_Antenna\PEC

_geo\flag',num2str(location2),'.mat'],'block_flag'); 

  

        temp4=block_flag; 

         

    

        block_flag=crossover2_sub_10G(dimention1, 

dimention2,temp3,temp4,rate); 

         

        fid 

=['C:\Users\jqwu\Documents\Ansoft\Digitized_Antenna\test',n

um2str(mm),'.vbs']; 

        % hfssExecuteScript(hfssExePath, ScriptFile, 

iconMode, runAndExit) 

        %change the existance of PEC 
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        %store the geometry info 

        

save( ['C:\Users\jqwu\Documents\Ansoft\Digitized_Antenna\PE

C_geo\flag',num2str(register_f),'.mat'],'block_flag'); 

         

         

         

        hfssRunScript_google_monopole(fid, block_flag, 

project,mm); 

        register_f=register_f+1; 

        %save the changed flags to .mat file for next use 

        pause(1); 

    end 

     

    

save( 'C:\Users\jqwu\Documents\Ansoft\Digitized_Antenna\PEC

_geo\all.mat'); 

end 

  

  

A.2.2 MATLAB Code for Function hfssRunScript_google_monopole 

 

function hfssRunScript_google_monopole(fid, epr,project,mm) 

  

%This function generates vbs files aksing hfsss to changes 

hfss project design parameters and makes hfss run it 

 

path=fid; 

%get the last state of the BCs 

  

[x y]=size(epr); 

fid=fopen(fid, 'w'); 

hfssGoogleHead (fid,project,'Simp_antenna'); 

kk=1; 

  

for ii=1:x 

    for jj=1:y 

            hfssVariableChangeGlob(fid, 

['$ep',num2str(ii),num2str(jj),num2str(kk),'1'],... 

                epr(ii,jj)); 

    end 

end 
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hfssSolveSetup(fid, 'Setup1'); 

%hfssSaveProject(fid, 'antenna1'); 

hfssExportReport(fid, 

'3D',['C:/Users/jqwu/Documents/Ansoft/Digitized_Antenna/thr

ee_D',num2str(mm),'.csv']); 

hfssExportReport(fid, 

'Pattern',['C:/Users/jqwu/Documents/Ansoft/Digitized_Antenn

a/pattern',num2str(mm),'.txt']); 

  

  

  

fclose(fid); 

fclose all; 

winopen(path); 

  

  

end 

A.3.3 MATLAB Code for Function crossover2_sub_10G 

function f=crossover2_sub_10G(dimention1, dimention2, 

parent_1,parent_2,rate) 

%This function defines the crossover operation 

 

x1=randi(dimention1-1);  %The first location to cross 

x2=randi(dimention2-1);  %The second location to cross 

temp(1:x1,1:x2)=parent_1(1:x1,1:x2); 

temp(1:x1,(x2+1):dimention2)=parent_2(1:x1,(x2+1):dimention

2); 

temp((x1+1):dimention1,1:x2)=parent_2((x1+1):dimention1,1:x

2); 

temp((x1+1):dimention1,(x2+1):dimention2)=parent_2((x1+1):d

imention1,(x2+1):dimention2); 

for mm=1:dimention1 

for nn=1:dimention2 

        if rand(1)<=rate 

            temp(mm,nn)=randi(13,1,1)/10+1.1; 

        end 

end 

end 

f=temp; 

end 
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A.3.1 MATLAB code for the main file  (160 GHz design) 

%This file is the code for 160 GHz on chip antenna 

optimization 

%Corresponding ANYSY HFSS projects are required. 

Alternativly, parameters 

%in this code needs to be modified in correpondence with 

different HFSS 

%projects 

 

clear 

projet_num=3; 

  

for mm=1:projet_num 

    

delete(['E:\Alex\Ansoft\On_chip\S',num2str(mm),'.csv']); 

%     

delete(['C:/Users/jqwu/Documents/Ansoft/Digitized_Antenna/a

ntenna',num2str(mm),'_Gain.txt']); 

end 

  

%the numbering of the blocks/PECs are (dimention1, 

dimention2) 

  

%there are two sweeps, having f_num1 freq points and f_num2 

freq points 

dimention1=10; 

  

dimention2=10; 

OK=0;       %This flag is to mark how many candidates are 

OK to go to GA in one generation 

  

rate=0.05;   %mutation rate of each block 

  

register_S=1;  %register for s parameters 

register_f=1;   %register for flag 

register_fit=1; %register for fitness function 

  

  

%This file is to optimize the google antenna 

  

for mm=1:projet_num 

    project=[num2str(mm),'_160GHz']; 
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    % ini_PEC_unit=randi([0 1],25,25); 

    %generate diagnal matrix 

    a=randi(40,dimention1,dimention2)/10; %dielectric 

constant change from 1 to 3 

     

    block_flag=tril(a,-1)+triu(a',0); 

    sym=norm(block_flag-block_flag') 

    fid 

=['E:\Alex\Ansoft\On_chip\test',num2str(mm),'.vbs']; 

    % hfssExecuteScript(hfssExePath, ScriptFile, iconMode, 

runAndExit) 

    %change the existance of PEC 

  

     

    

save( ['E:\Alex\Ansoft\On_chip\temp_files\flag',num2str(reg

ister_f),'.mat'],'block_flag'); 

    register_f=register_f+1; 

   

     

    hfssRunScript_GA_on_chip(fid, block_flag, project,mm); 

     

    %save the changed flags to .mat file for next use 

  

    %     pause(20); 

end 

  

  

for generation=1:10 

     

    for mm=1:projet_num 

        %see if the simulation is over 

        while 

(exist(['E:\Alex\Ansoft\On_chip\S',num2str(mm),'.csv'], 

'file')==0) 

        end 

        %         fclose(fid1); 

        pause(5); 

        %import data to matlab 

        

temp1=importdata(['E:\Alex\Ansoft\On_chip\S',num2str(mm),'.

csv']); 

        

delete(['E:\Alex\Ansoft\On_chip\S',num2str(mm),'.csv']); 

         

        temp3=temp1.data;    %get hfss s21 data 
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%         Gdata=temp3(1,2)+temp3(13,2)+temp3(25,2)-

max(temp3(4:10,2))-max(temp3(16:22,2))-max(temp3(28:34,2)); 

        %Store the S parameters data 

        Gdata=min(temp3(1:11,3)-temp3(1:11,2)); 

        fit(register_fit)=Gdata 

        register_fit=register_fit+1;         

    end 

     

    %Compare the fitness function results of the population 

    temp=fit; 

    [fit_max1, location1]=max(temp);     %find the first 

maximum 

    temp(location1)=NaN; 

    [fit_max2, location2]=max(temp);     %find the second 

maximum 

     

    %Generating new populations 

    for mm=1:projet_num 

        project=[num2str(mm),'_160GHz']; 

         

        % ini_PEC_unit=randi([0 1],25,25); 

        

load(['E:\Alex\Ansoft\On_chip\temp_files\flag',num2str(loca

tion1),'.mat'],'block_flag'); 

    

        temp3=block_flag; 

        

load(['E:\Alex\Ansoft\On_chip\temp_files\flag',num2str(loca

tion2),'.mat'],'block_flag'); 

  

        temp4=block_flag; 

         

    

        block_flag=crossover2_sub_160G_sym(dimention1, 

dimention2,temp3,temp4,rate); 

        sym=norm(block_flag-block_flag') 

        fid 

=['E:\Alex\Ansoft\On_chip\test',num2str(mm),'.vbs']; 

        % hfssExecuteScript(hfssExePath, ScriptFile, 

iconMode, runAndExit) 

        %change the existance of PEC 

         

         

        %store the geometry info 

        

save( ['E:\Alex\Ansoft\On_chip\temp_files\flag',num2str(reg

ister_f),'.mat'],'block_flag'); 
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        hfssRunScript_GA_on_chip(fid, block_flag, 

project,mm); 

        register_f=register_f+1; 

        %save the changed flags to .mat file for next use 

        pause(1); 

    end 

     

    save( 'E:\Alex\Ansoft\On_chip\temp_files\all.mat'); 

end 

A.3.2 MATLAB code for the main file (60 GHz design) 

%This file is the code for 60 GHz on chip antenna 

optimization 

%Corresponding ANYSY HFSS projects are required. 

Alternativly, parameters 

%in this code needs to be modified in correpondence with 

different HFSS 

%projects 

clear 

projet_num=3; 

  

for mm=1:projet_num 

    

delete(['C:\Users\jqwu\Documents\Ansoft\On_chip\temp_files\

S',num2str(mm),'.csv']); 

%     

delete(['C:/Users/jqwu/Documents/Ansoft/Digitized_Antenna/a

ntenna',num2str(mm),'_Gain.txt']); 

end 

  

%the numbering of the blocks/PECs are (dimention1, 

dimention2) 

  

%there are two sweeps, having f_num1 freq points and f_num2 

freq points 

dimention1=10; 

  

dimention2=10; 

OK=0;       %This flag is to mark how many candidates are 

OK to go to GA in one generation 

  

rate=0.05;   %mutation rate of each block 
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register_S=1;  %register for s parameters 

register_f=1;   %register for flag 

register_fit=1; %register for fitness function 

  

  

%This file is to optimize the google antenna 

  

for mm=1:projet_num 

    project=num2str(mm); 

     

    % ini_PEC_unit=randi([0 1],25,25); 

     

    

block_flag=randi(5,dimention1,dimention2)/4+1.35; %dielectr

ic constant change from 1 to 3 

  

    fid 

=['C:\Users\jqwu\Documents\Ansoft\On_chip\test',num2str(mm)

,'.vbs']; 

    % hfssExecuteScript(hfssExePath, ScriptFile, iconMode, 

runAndExit) 

    %change the existance of PEC 

  

     

    

save( ['C:\Users\jqwu\Documents\Ansoft\On_chip\temp_files\f

lag',num2str(register_f),'.mat'],'block_flag'); 

    register_f=register_f+1; 

   

     

    hfssRunScript_GA_on_chip(fid, block_flag, project,mm); 

     

    %save the changed flags to .mat file for next use 

  

    %     pause(20); 

end 

  

  

for generation=1:300 

     

    for mm=1:projet_num 

        %see if the simulation is over 

        while 

(exist(['C:\Users\jqwu\Documents\Ansoft\On_chip\S',num2str(

mm),'.csv'], 'file')==0) 

        end 

        %         fclose(fid1); 
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        pause(5); 

        %import data to matlab 

        

temp1=importdata(['C:\Users\jqwu\Documents\Ansoft\On_chip\S

',num2str(mm),'.csv']); 

        

delete(['C:\Users\jqwu\Documents\Ansoft\On_chip\S',num2str(

mm),'.csv']); 

         

        temp3=temp1.data;    %get hfss s21 data 

%         Gdata=temp3(1,2)+temp3(13,2)+temp3(25,2)-

max(temp3(4:10,2))-max(temp3(16:22,2))-max(temp3(28:34,2)); 

        %Store the S parameters data 

        Gdata=max(temp3(6:9,3))-

max(max(temp3(6:9,2)),max(temp3(6:9,4))); 

        fit(register_fit)=Gdata 

        register_fit=register_fit+1;         

    end 

     

    %Compare the fitness function results of the population 

    temp=fit; 

    [fit_max1, location1]=max(temp);     %find the first 

maximum 

    temp(location1)=NaN; 

    [fit_max2, location2]=max(temp);     %find the second 

maximum 

     

    %Generating new populations 

    for mm=1:projet_num 

        project=num2str(mm); 

         

        % ini_PEC_unit=randi([0 1],25,25); 

        

load(['C:\Users\jqwu\Documents\Ansoft\On_chip\temp_files\fl

ag',num2str(location1),'.mat'],'block_flag'); 

    

        temp3=block_flag; 

        

load(['C:\Users\jqwu\Documents\Ansoft\On_chip\temp_files\fl

ag',num2str(location2),'.mat'],'block_flag'); 

  

        temp4=block_flag; 

         

    

        block_flag=crossover2_sub_10G(dimention1, 

dimention2,temp3,temp4,rate); 
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        fid 

=['C:\Users\jqwu\Documents\Ansoft\On_chip\test',num2str(mm)

,'.vbs']; 

        % hfssExecuteScript(hfssExePath, ScriptFile, 

iconMode, runAndExit) 

        %change the existance of PEC 

         

         

        %store the geometry info 

        

save( ['C:\Users\jqwu\Documents\Ansoft\On_chip\temp_files\f

lag',num2str(register_f),'.mat'],'block_flag'); 

         

         

         

        hfssRunScript_GA_on_chip(fid, block_flag, 

project,mm); 

        register_f=register_f+1; 

        %save the changed flags to .mat file for next use 

        pause(1); 

    end 

     

    

save( 'C:\Users\jqwu\Documents\Ansoft\On_chip\temp_files\al

l.mat'); 

end 

  

A.3.3 MATLAB code for function hfssRunScript_GA_on_chip 

 

function hfssRunScript_GA_on_chip(fid, epr,project,mm) 

  

path=fid; 

%get the last state of the BCs 

  

[x y]=size(epr); 

fid=fopen(fid, 'w'); 

hfssGoogleHead (fid,project,'1_with_blocks'); 

kk=1; 

  

for ii=1:x 

    for jj=1:y 

            hfssVariableChangeGlob(fid, 

['$ep',num2str(ii),'_',num2str(jj),'_',num2str(kk)],... 

                epr(ii,jj)); 

    end 
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end 

  

  

hfssSolveSetup(fid, 'Setup1'); 

%hfssSaveProject(fid, 'antenna1'); 

hfssExportReport(fid, 

'Through',['E:\Alex\Ansoft\On_chip\S',num2str(mm),'.csv']); 

% hfssExportReport(fid, 

'Pattern',['C:/Users/jqwu/Documents/Ansoft/Digitized_Antenn

a/pattern',num2str(mm),'.txt']); 

  

  

  

fclose(fid); 

fclose all; 

winopen(path); 

  

  

end 
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